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In applications as diverse as data placement in peer-to-peer systems, control of
epidemic outbreaks, and routing in sensor networks, the fundamental questions
can be abstracted as problems in combinatorial optimization. However, many of
these problems are NP-hard, which makes it unlikely that exact polynomial-time
algorithms for them exist. Approximation algorithms are designed to circumvent
this diculty, by nding provably near-optimal solutions in polynomial time. This
thesis introduces a number of new combinatorial optimization problems that arise
from various applications and proposes approximation algorithms for them. These
problems fall into two general areas: graph partitioning and facility location.
The rst problem that we introduce is the unbalanced graph cut problem. Here
the goal is to nd a graph cut, minimizing the size of one of the sides, while also
respecting an upper bound on the number of edges cut. We develop two bicriteria
approximation algorithms for this problem using the technique of Lagrangian re-
laxation, and a dierent algorithm for its maximization version. The other graph
partitioning problem that we introduce and study is the min-max multiway cut
problem. It aims to partition a graph into multiple components, minimizing the
maximum number of edges coming out of any component. We present an approxi-
mation algorithm for this problem which uses unbalanced cuts as well as the greedytechnique.
In the second part of the thesis, we study two generalizations of the facility
location problem, which aims to open facilities, assigning clients to them, in order
to minimize the facility opening costs and the connection costs. In the facility
location with hierarchical facility costs problem, the facility costs are more general,
and depend on the set of assigned clients. Our algorithm, based on the local search
technique, uses two new local improvement operations, achieving a constant-factor
approximation guarantee. The second generalization is the load-balanced facility
location problem, which species a lower bound for the number of clients assigned
to an open facility. We give the rst true constant-factor approximation algorithm,
which uses a reduction to the capacitated facility location problem.
The thesis is concluded with related open problems and directions for future
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ixCHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In many real-world applications, such as deciding how to build roads or where
to place warehouses, the fundamental questions that arise can be abstracted as
problems in combinatorial optimization. In these problems, the goal is to minimize
or maximize an objective function over a space of feasible solutions. The total size
of the solution space is usually exponential in the size of the input, so listing and
evaluating each possible solution is not a practical approach. However, in some
cases it is possible to nd optimal solutions using a much smaller amount of time
than would be taken by listing all solutions. A well-established notion that is used
to dene such ecient algorithms is that of polynomial running time (see, e.g.
[14]). Polynomial-time algorithms are ones whose running time, as a function of
the size of the input instance, is asymptotically bounded by a polynomial function.
Some combinatorial optimization problems can be solved to optimality in poly-
nomial time. Well-known examples of such problems include the shortest path,
the minimum spanning tree, and the minimum s-t cut problems [14]. However,
for many other natural and useful problems no polynomial-time algorithms are
known. Moreover, the theory of NP-completeness [13] tells us that for a large class
of such problems, called NP-complete problems, if there exists a polynomial-time
algorithm for one of them, then there exist polynomial-time algorithms for all the
others as well. Given this result, it is widely conjectured that in fact there do
not exist polynomial-time algorithms for NP-complete problems. A related no-
tion of NP-hardness denes a class of problems that are at least as hard as the
NP-complete ones.
1Approximation algorithms [67] are designed to overcome the diculties pre-
sented by the NP-hard problems. These are algorithms that run in polynomial
time, but instead of always producing the optimal solution, they produce a fea-
sible solution whose objective function is guaranteed to be close to the optimum.
This guarantee usually takes the form of a bound on the multiplicative factor by
which the value of the produced solution diers from the value of the optimal
solution. This factor is interchangeably called the approximation ratio, approx-
imation factor or approximation guarantee. It may or may not depend on the
size of the problem instance. Good approximation algorithms have been found
for many problems, such as knapsack [39], vertex cover [35], set cover [43], and
sparsest cut [51, 2]. The approximation guarantees obtained for these problems
are dierent, ranging from a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for
knapsack, which can get arbitrarily close to the optimum, to a logarithmic factor
for the set cover problem.
A more relaxed kind of guarantee is provided by the bicriteria approximation
algorithms. Their name refers to the two criteria which are being approximated:
one is the objective function, like in the regular approximation algorithms, and
the second is a constraint (or a set of constraints) of the problem. The solution
produced by a bicriteria algorithm may violate one or more of the problem's con-
straints, so strictly speaking it may not be feasible. The approximation guarantee
of such an algorithm species two multiplicative factors, indicating by how much
each of the two criteria can be violated. For example, in the bisection problem, the
goal is to divide the nodes of a graph into two equal parts, minimizing the number
of edges that cross the cut. But a well-known bicriteria approximation algorithm
[51] for this problem produces two parts which are not exactly equal-sized, but are
2within a constant factor (for example, they could contain one-third and two-thirds
of the nodes). For the objective function, the approximation guarantee of a bicri-
teria algorithm compares the value of the produced solution to the optimal value
of a solution that does not violate the constraints. For example, in the case of the
bisection problem, the number of edges in the slightly-unbalanced cut would be
compared to the minimum number of edges of any completely-balanced cut.
In this thesis, we introduce several new combinatorial optimization problems
that arise from various applications, and we design approximation algorithms for
them, some of which are bicriteria approximations. The rst few of these problems
deal with graph cuts. In these problems, the goal is to remove some of the edges of a
graph in order to satisfy certain requirements. First, we consider two versions of the
unbalanced cut problem, and then we consider a multi-terminal cut problem called
min-max multiway cut. In the next part of the thesis, we study two optimization
problems related to facility location, where the goal is to open a set of facilities
and assign clients to them. The following sections of the introduction present the
framework and denitions of the problems studied in this thesis.
1.1 Graph cuts
In the graph cut problems, we are given a graph with nodes and edges, and the goal
is to remove some of its edges, disconnecting the nodes into multiple components,
in order to satisfy certain requirements and to optimize an objective function. The
most basic and well-studied version of the problem is the minimum s-t cut problem.
In it, the graph contains two special vertices, called the source s and the sink t,
and the requirement is to disconnect s from t, with the objective of removing
as few edges as possible. This problem is known to be solvable in polynomial
3time [26]. However, when additional constraints are imposed, the problem often
becomes NP-hard. For example, an important problem in graph cuts is to nd a
bisection, or a balanced cut, in a graph [29]. In this problem, one has to remove
a minimum number of edges from the graph so as to divide the vertices into two
equal-sized sets, disconnected from each other. This problem is NP-hard, but it
has a poly-logarithmic approximation algorithm [21].
In this thesis we introduce a new unbalanced cut problem, which in a way is
the opposite of the balanced cut. More specically, we are given a graph with
a source and a sink nodes, as well as a number B. The goal then is to nd a
cut in this graph that separates the source from the sink, such that the number
of edges removed is at most B, and the number of nodes which are on the same
side of the cut as the source is minimized. This problem is motivated by nding
communities in social networks, as well as by applications in epidemiology and
disaster containment. We show that the unbalanced cut problem is NP-hard, and
then consider two dierent directions for approximation. One is the minimization
version, in which the number of nodes on the source side of the cut, which should be
as small as possible, is to be approximated. The other is the maximization version,
in which we approximate the number of nodes on the sink side, which has to be as
large as possible. These two versions are equivalent if the problem is to be solved
to optimality, but they are dierent for the purposes of approximation. We present
a constant-factor bicriteria approximation algorithm for the minimization version,
and a polylogarithmic approximation algorithm for the maximization problem.
Another class of graph cut problems that has been widely studied are the
multi-terminal graph cuts. In these problems, the graph has to be partitioned into
more than two components. For example, in the multiway cut problem [15], the
4graph has a number of special vertices, called terminals, and the goal is to remove a
minimum number of edges in such a way that all terminals are separated from each
other. The multiway cut problem is well-studied, and a number of constant-factor
approximation algorithms for it are known [15, 6]. In this thesis we introduce a
dierent multi-terminal cut problem, called min-max multiway cut. Analogously
to the multiway cut, the input consists of a graph with a subset of nodes labeled
as terminals, and the goal is to remove some edges, separating all terminals from
each other. However, the objective function is dierent from the multiway cut:
instead of minimizing the total number of edges removed, the aim of min-max
multiway cut is to minimize the maximum number of edges coming out of any
terminal's component. The motivation for this problem comes from the area of
distributed databases, and the task of partitioning data among servers in a peer-
to-peer system. We present a polylogarithmic-factor approximation algorithm for
the min-max multiway cut problem.
The results for problems related to graph cuts are presented in Chapters 2 and
3, and are based on joint work with Ara Hayrapetyan, David Kempe, Martin P al
[36], and  Eva Tardos [65].
1.2 Facility location
Facility location problems are motivated by applications such as deciding the place-
ment of stores or warehouses in a geographical area or of servers on a network.
These problems involve a tradeo between the costs of building the facilities and
the resulting distances between the clients and the facilities. The best-known ver-
sion of this problem is the metric uncapacitated facility location [17], in which the
input consists of a set of clients, a set of potential facilities, distances between the
5clients and the facilities, and a facility opening cost for each facility. The goal is to
open a subset of the facilities and to connect each client to an open facility, with
the objective of minimizing the sum of the opening costs for the facilities that were
opened, plus the sum of connection costs of all the clients, which are equal to their
distances to their assigned facilities. This problem has received a lot of attention
in the recent years, and many constant-factor approximation algorithms, utilizing
several dierent techniques, are known for it [62, 10, 11, 8, 48, 3, 42, 63, 54].
Extensions and generalizations have also been considered for the facility lo-
cation problem. For example, in the capacitated facility location [48, 12, 56, 69],
facilities may not serve more clients than allowed by their specied capacities. The
universal facility location problem [34, 53, 30] is a generalization that allows more
complex facility costs, which, instead of being xed for each facility, are now al-
lowed to be arbitrary non-decreasing functions of the number of clients that the
facility is assigned to serve. Another recently introduced generalization of the
problem is the facility location with service installation costs [58, 61], which intro-
duces a new type of more complex facility costs. In particular, in this setting each
client requests a particular kind of service, and when clients are assigned to a facil-
ity, their required services have to be installed at that facility, incurring an extra
cost in addition to the plain facility opening cost. Constant-factor approximation
algorithms have been discovered for all of these extensions of the facility location
problem.
In this thesis, we study two models that generalizes the facility location prob-
lem. In the rst one, the facility cost is a monotone and submodular function of the
set of clients that are assigned to it. We focus on a special case of this problem,
called facility location with hierarchical facility costs, which is analogous to the
6service installation model, but instead of having two levels of facility costs (facil-
ity opening and service installation), there can be arbitrarily many levels of such
costs. Besides multi-level service installation, this problem has applications for
data storage and data gathering in sensor networks. We present a constant-factor
approximation algorithm for this problem, based on the local search technique, for
the case that facility cost functions are identical on all facilities. The second gen-
eralization that we consider is the load-balanced facility location problem, which in
some sense is the opposite of capacitated facility location. Instead of capacities,
which specify a maximum number of clients that a facility is allowed to serve,
this problem has lower bounds, which specify the minimum number of clients a
facility is allowed to serve if opened. We present a constant-factor approximation
algorithm for this problem which is based on a reduction to capacitated facility
location.
The results for the facility location problem with hierarchical facility costs are
presented in Chapter 4. They were obtained in joint work with  Eva Tardos and
have appeared in an extended abstract [66]. The results for the load-balanced
facility location problem are presented in Chapter 5, and are under preparation
for publication [64].
7CHAPTER 2
UNBALANCED GRAPH CUTS
2.1 Introduction
Graph cuts are among the most well-studied objects in theoretical computer sci-
ence. In the most pristine form of the problem, two given vertices s and t have
to be separated by the removal of an edge set of minimum total capacity. By a
fundamental result of Ford and Fulkerson [26], such an edge set can be found in
polynomial time. Since then, many problems have been shown to reduce to graph
cut problems, sometimes quite surprisingly (see, e.g., [47]). One way to view the
min-cut problem is to think of \protecting" the sink node t from the presumably
harmful node s by way of removing edges: the capacity of the cut then corresponds
to the cost of edge removals. This interpretation in turn suggests a very natural
variant of the graph cut problem: given a node s and a bound B on the total edge
removal cost, try to \protect" as many nodes from s as possible, while cutting at
most a total edge capacity of B. In other words, nd an s-t cut of capacity at
most B, minimizing the size of the s-side of the cut. This is the unbalanced cut
problem studied in this chapter.
Naturally, the unbalanced cut problem has direct applications in the areas of
disaster, military, or crime containment. In all of these cases, a limited amount of
resources can be used to monitor or block the edges by which the disaster could
spread, or people could escape. At the same time, the area to which the disaster is
conned should be as small as possible. For instance, in the reghter's problem
[16], a xed small number of reghters must conne a re to within a small area,
trying to minimize the value of the property and lives inside.
8Perhaps even more importantly, the unbalanced cut problem arises naturally in
the control of epidemic outbreaks. While traditional models of epidemics [5] have
ignored the network structure in order to model epidemic diseases via dierential
equations, recent work by Eubank et al. [18, 19], using highly realistic large-scale
simulations, has shown that the graph structure of the social contacts has a signif-
icant impact on the spread of the epidemic, and crucially, on the type of actions
that most eectively contain the epidemic. If we assume that patient 0, the rst
infected member of the network, is known, then the problem of choosing which
individuals to vaccinate in order to conne the epidemic to a small set of people
is exactly the node cut version of the unbalanced cut problem.
Besides the obvious connections to the containment of damage or epidemics,
the unbalanced cut problem can also be used for nding small dense subgraphs
and communities in graphs. Discovering communities in graphs has received much
attention recently, in the context of analyzing social networks and the World Wide
Web [24, 49]. It involves examining the link structure of the underlying graph so as
to extract a small set of nodes sharing a common property. This property is usu-
ally expressed by high internal connectivity, sometimes in combination with small
expansion. We show how to reduce the community nding problem to unbalanced
cut.
Our models and results We consider two versions of the unbalanced cut prob-
lem, the minimization version, which we call MinSBCC (minimum size bounded
capacity cut), and the maximization version, MaxSBCC. Formally, the problems
are dened as follows.
Denition 2.1.1 Given an (undirected or directed) graph G = (V;E) with edge
9capacities ce, source and sink nodes s and t, as well as a total capacity bound (also
called the budget) B, the unbalanced cut problem is to nd an s-t cut (S;S);s 2 S
of capacity no more than B. In the MinSBCC version, the objective is to minimize
jSj, the number of nodes on the source side of the cut. In MaxSBCC, the objective is
to maximize jSj, the number of nodes on the sink side of the cut. We also consider
a generalization in which the nodes are assigned weights wv, and the objective is
to optimize the total node weight in S or S, subject to the budget constraint.1
We use (S) to denote the capacity of the cut (S;S) in G, and S to denote the
minimum-size set of nodes, containing s but not containing t, such that (S)  B,
i.e. (S;S) is the optimum unbalanced cut. For any two sets of nodes S and T,
we use c(S;T) for the total capacity of edges with one endpoint in S and the other
in T. Let us dene (;)-bicriteria approximation algorithms for the unbalanced
cut problems.
Denition 2.1.2 For   1 and 0 <   1, an (;)-approximation algorithm
for MaxSBCC is an algorithm that, given an instance of MaxSBCC, produces in
polynomial time an s-t cut (S0;S0), such that (S0)  B and w(S0)  w(S).
An (;)-approximation algorithm for MinSBCC, with   1 and   1, produces
a cut (S0;S0), such that (S0)  B and w(S0)  w(S).
We show in Sections 2.3 and 2.5.2 that the unbalanced cut problem is NP-
hard on general graphs with uniform node weights, and on trees with non-uniform
node weights. For the minimization problem, we develop two ( 1
; 1
1 )-bicriteria
approximation algorithms, where 0 <  < 1. The rst algorithm obtains this
guarantee by a simple rounding of a linear programming relaxation of MinSBCC.
1Some of our motivating examples and applications do not specify a sink; this
can be resolved by adding an isolated sink to the graph.
10The second one bypasses solving the linear program by running a single parametric
maximum ow computation and is thus very ecient [27]. It also has a better
guarantee: it outputs either a ( 1
;1)-approximation or a (1; 1
1 )-approximation,
thus violating at most one of the constraints by the corresponding factor, but we
cannot control which one it is. The analysis of this algorithm is based on the same
linear programming formulation of MinSBCC and its Lagrangian relaxation.
For the maximization version of the problem, we give (O(log
3=2 n);1)-bicriteria
approximation in Section 2.3.3, using the algorithm of Feige and Krauthgamer
[21]. The same technique also yields a (O(log
3=2 n);1)-bicriteria approximation
algorithm for the MinSBCC problem.
In Section 2.4, we give a polynomial-time algorithm based on dynamic pro-
gramming to optimally solve the unbalanced cut problem for trees with unit node
weights. We then extend the algorithm to a PTAS for general node weights. Sec-
tion 2.5 discusses the reductions from node cut and dense subgraph problems to
MinSBCC, thus showing that our algorithms can be used to address the applica-
tions described above.
Related Work Minimum cuts have a long history of study and form part of the
bread-and-butter of everyday work in algorithms [1]. While minimum cuts can be
computed in polynomial time, additional constraints on the size of the cut or on
the relationship between its capacity and size (such as its density) usually make
the problem NP-hard.
Much recent attention has been given to the computation of sparse cuts, partly
due to their application in divide-and-conquer algorithms [60]. The seminal work of
Leighton and Rao [51] gave the rst O(logn) approximation algorithm for sparsest
11and balanced cut problems using region growing techniques. This work was later
extended by Garg, Vazirani, and Yannakakis [31]. In a recent breakthrough result,
the approximation factor for these problems was improved to O(
p
logn) by Arora,
Rao, and Vazirani [2].
A problem similar to MinSBCC is studied by Feige et al. [21, 22]: given a
number k, nd an s-t cut (S;S) with jSj = k of minimum capacity. They obtain
an O(log
3=2 n) approximation algorithm in the general case [21]1, and improve the
approximation guarantees when k is small [22]. Our algorithm in Section 2.3.3
builds on these results.
2.2 NP-hardness
We rst establish the NP-hardness of the unbalanced cut problems. Since the two
versions of the unbalanced cut problem are equivalent when solved to optimality,
showing that one of them is NP-hard is sucient for proving that both of them
are NP-hard.
Proposition 2.2.1 The MaxSBCC problem with arbitrary edge capacities and
node weights is NP-complete even when restricted to trees.
Proof. We give a reduction from the knapsack problem [28]. Let the knapsack
instance consist of items 1;:::;n with sizes s1;:::;sn and values a1;:::;an, and
let the total knapsack size be B. We create a source s, a sink t, and a node vi for
each item i. The node weight of vi is ai, and it is connected to the source by an
edge of capacity si. The sink t has weight 0, and is connected to v1 by an edge of
1The result stated in [21] is an O(log
2 n)-approximation, but given the recent
improvement in the approximation ratio for the sparsest cut problem [2], it auto-
matically improves to O(log
3=2 n).
12capacity 0. The budget for the MaxSBCC problem is B.
The capacity of any s-t cut is exactly the total size of items corresponding to
nodes on the t-side, and maximizing the total node weight on the t-side is equiva-
lent to maximizing the total value of items in the knapsack. 
2.3 Bicriteria approximation algorithms
Now, we turn attention to our main approximation results. The rst two, presented
in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, are the two ( 1
; 1
1 )-bicriteria approximation algorithms
for MinSBCC on general graphs. The third algorithm, presented in Section 2.3.3,
is a (O(log
3=2 n);1)-approximation for both MinSBCC and MaxSBCC.
The analysis of the rst two algorithms is based on the following linear pro-
gramming (LP) relaxation of the natural integer program for MinSBCC. We use a
variable xv for every vertex v 2 V to denote which side of the cut it is on, and a
variable ye for every edge e to denote whether or not the edge is cut.
Minimize
P
v2V xv
subject to xs = 1
xt = 0
ye  xu   xv for all e = (u;v) 2 E
P
e2E ye  ce  B
xv;ye  0
(2.1)
2.3.1 Randomized rounding-based algorithm
Our rst algorithm is based on randomized rounding of the solution to (2.1).
13Algorithm 1 Randomized LP-rounding algorithm with parameter 
1: Let (x;y) be the optimal solution to LP (2.1).
2: Choose ` 2 [1   ;1] uniformly at random.
3: Let S = fv j x
v  `g, and output S.
Theorem 2.3.1 The Randomized Rounding algorithm (Algorithm 1) outputs a set
S of size at most 1
1  times the LP objective value. The expected capacity of the
cut (S;S) is at most
1
B.
Proof. To prove the rst statement of the theorem, observe that for each
v 2 S, x
v  `  1   . Therefore
P
v2V x
v 
P
v2S x
v  (1   )jSj.
For the second statement, observe that ` is selected uniformly at random from
an interval of size . Furthermore, an edge e = (u;v) will be cut only if ` lies
between x
u and x
v. The probability of this happening is thus at most
jx
u x
vj
 
y
e
 .
Summing over all edges yields that the expected total capacity of the cut is at
most
P
e
cey
e
 
1
B. 
This algorithm can easily be derandomized: instead of choosing ` randomly, we
can try all possibilities and output the smallest cut we encounter. Since there are
at most jV j dierent values of x
v, we need to try at most jV j cuts. The algorithm
can also be extended to instances with non-negative node weights wv: simply add
the weights in the objective function | the analysis stays the same.
2.3.2 A parametric ow-based algorithm
Next, we show how to avoid solving the LP, and instead compute the cuts directly
via a parametric max-ow computation. The somewhat more involved analysis
will also show that in fact, at most one of the two criteria is approximated, while
14the other is not violated.
Algorithm Description: The algorithm searches for candidate solutions among
the parametrized minimum cuts in the graph G, which is obtained from G by
adding an edge of capacity  from every vertex v to the sink t (introducing parallel
edges if necessary). Here,  is a parameter ranging over non-negative values.
Observe that the capacity of a cut (S;S) in the graph G is jSj + (S), so the
minimum s-t cut in G minimizes jSj + (S).
Initially, as  = 0, the min-cut of G is the min-cut of G. As  increases, the
source side of the min-cut of G will contain fewer and fewer nodes, until eventually
it contains the single node fsg. All these cuts for the dierent values of  can be
found eciently using a single run of the push relabel algorithm. Moreover, the
source sides of these cuts form a nested family S0  S1  :::  Sk of sets [27]. (S0
is the minimum s-t cut in the original graph, and Sk = fsg) . Our solution will be
one of these cuts Sj.
We rst observe that (Si) < (Sj) if i < j; for if it were not, then Sj would
be a superior cut to Si for all values of . If (Sk)  B, then, of course, fsg is the
optimal solution. On the other hand, if (S0) > B, then no solution exists. In all
other cases, choose i such that (Si)  B  (Si+1). If (Si+1)  1
B, then output
Si+1; otherwise, output Si.
Theorem 2.3.2 The above algorithm produces either
(1) a cut S  such that (S )  B and jS j  1
1 jSj, or
(2) a cut S+ such that (S+) 
1
B and jS+j  jSj.
Proof. For the index i chosen by the algorithm, we let S  = Si and S+ = Si+1.
Hence, (S )  B  (S+).
15First, observe that jS+j  jSj, as otherwise, the parametric cut procedure
would have returned S instead of S+. If S+ also satises (S+)  1
B, then we
are done, so we focus on the case that (S+) > 1
B. In that case, we will prove
that jS j 
1
1 jSj.
Because S+ and S  are neighbors in our sequence of parametric cuts, there is
a value of , call it , for which both are minimum cuts of G
. Applying the
Lagrangian Relaxation technique, we remove the constraint
P
e yece  B from LP
(2.1) and put it into the objective function using the constant .
Minimize  
P
v2V xv +
P
e2E ye  ce
subject to xs = 1
xt = 0
ye  xu   xv for all e = (u;v) 2 E
xv;ye  0
(2.2)
Lemma 2.3.3 LP (2.2) has an integer optimal solution.
Proof. Recall that in G
we added edges of capacity  from every node to the
sink. Extend any solution of LP (2.2) to these edges by setting ye = xv   xt = xv
for the newly added edge e connecting v to t. We claim that after this extension,
the objective function of LP (2.2) is equivalent to
P
e2G yec0
e, where c0
e is the edge
capacity in the graph G. Indeed, this claim follows from observing that the rst
part of the objective of LP (2.2) is identical to the contribution that the newly
added edges of G
are making towards
P
e2G yec0
e.
Consider some fractional optimal solution (^ x; ^ y) to LP (2.2) that has objective
function value L =
P
e2G ^ yec0
e. As this is an optimal solution, we can assume
without loss of generality that ye = max(0;xu   xv) for all edges e = (u;v). So
16if we dene wx =
P
u;v:xuxxv c0
uv; then the value of the objective function is
L =
R 1
0 wxdx.
Also, for any x 2 (0;1), we can obtain an integral solution to LP (2.2) whose
objective function value is wx by rounding ^ xv to 0 if it is no more than x, and to
1 otherwise (and setting yuv = max(0;xu   xv)). Since this process yields feasible
solutions, we know that wx  L for all x. On the other hand, L is a weighted
average (integral) of wx's, and hence in fact wx = L for all x, and any of the
rounded solutions is an integral optimal solution to LP (2.2). 
Notice that feasible integral solutions to LP (2.2) correspond to s-t cuts in G
.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.3.3, the optimal solutions to LP (2.2) are the minimum
s-t cuts in G
. In particular, S+ and S  are two such cuts. From S+ and S , we
naturally obtain solutions to LP (2.2), by setting x+
v = 1 for v 2 S+ and x+
v = 0
otherwise, with y+
e = 1 if e is cut by (S+;S+), and 0 otherwise (similarly for S ).
By denition of , both (x+;y+) and (x ;y ) are then optimal solutions to LP
(2.2). Thus, their linear combination (x;y) = `  (x+;y+) + (1   `)  (x ;y ) is
also an optimal feasible solution. Choose ` such that
` 
P
e2E y+
e ce + (1   `) 
P
e2E y 
e ce = B: (2.3)
Such an ` exists because our choice of S  and S+ ensured that (S )  B  (S+).
For this choice of `, the fractional solution (x;y), in addition to being optimal
for the Lagrangian relaxation, also satises the constraint
P
e y
ece  B of LP (2.1)
with equality, implying that it is optimal for LP (2.1) as well. Crudely bounding
the second term in Equation (2.3) by 0, we obtain that (S+) =
P
e2E y+
e ce  B
` :
As we assumed that (S+) >
B
, we conclude that ` < . Because (x;y) is an
17optimal solution to LP (2.1), it provides the lower bound
P
v x
v  jSj, and the
fact that x
v  (1   `)x 
v now implies that jS j =
P
v2V x 
v 
jSj
1 `  1
1   jSj:
Hence, in this case, S  meets the capacity constraint, and exceeds the optimal
size by at most a factor of
1
1 . 
As in the case of the LP rounding algorithm presented above, some simple
cosmetic modications allow for the inclusion of node weights in addition to edge
capacities.
2.3.3 Dynamic programming-based algorithm
Feige and Krauthgamer [21] give an O(log
3=2 n) approximation algorithm for the
problem of nding cuts with specied number of nodes, and an improved O(logn)
approximation for the case when the input graph G is assumed not to contain
a xed graph as a minor (e.g., for planar graphs). We use this algorithm to
give an (O(log
3=2 n);1) approximation algorithm for the unbalanced cut problems
in general graphs and an improved (O(logn);1) approximation algorithm in the
special case. This yields the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3.4 There are (O(log
3=2 n);1) bicriteria approximation algorithms for
the MinSBCC and the MaxSBCC problems on general graphs, and (O(logn);1)-
approximations for graphs excluding any xed graph as a minor (e.g., planar
graphs).
Proof. Feige and Krauthgamer [21] give an algorithm for nding cuts with
specied sizes. For a graph G with n nodes and each number d < n, their algorithm
nds a cut (Sd;Sd) with jSdj = d and capacity (Sd) within  = O(log
3=2 n) of the
18minimum capacity for such a cut. For graphs excluding any xed graph as a minor,
this guarantee is improved to 0 = O(logn). The algorithm also works for nding
s-t cuts on graphs with node weights and edge capacities.
We claim that the cut that corresponds to the smallest value d such that
(Sd)  B is an (;1)-approximate MinSBCC as well as MaxSBCC. By de-
nition, its capacity is at most B. And, if the optimal unbalanced cut had size
jSj = d0 < d, then, by the guarantee of the algorithm, (Sd0) would be at most
B, contradicting our choice of d. Thus, the size of Sd is at most that of S, and
the size of the sink side Sd is at least that of S. 
2.4 Algorithm for unbalanced cut on trees
As we saw in Section 2.2, the unbalanced cut problem is NP-hard even on trees
with general node weights and edge capacities. However, if all nodes have non-
negative integer weights bounded by a polynomial, then the problem can be solved
in polynomial time for trees, via a dynamic programming algorithm.
We root the tree at the source node s and direct all edges away from s. When
all edges have capacity 1, then clearly, only edges incident with s should be cut.
They must include the edge on the unique s-t path, and in addition, the edges
to the roots of the largest subtrees. Choosing these B edges gives the smallest
possible size for the s-side of the cut.
For the case of general edge capacities, consider the tree Tv rooted at a node
v, together with the edge ev into v. We dene the quantity ak
v to be the smallest
total capacity of edges in Tv that must be cut if nodes of total weight at most k
from Tv are to be included in the source side of the cut. Notice that a0
v = cev.
19Also, as the sink must always be excluded, we have ak
t = cet for all k.
For a leaf v, we have ak
v = cev for k < wv, and ak
v = 0 for k  wv. For an
internal node v with children v1;:::;vd, we can either cut the edge ev into v, or
otherwise include v and solve the problem recursively for the children of v, hence
a
k
v = min
 
cev; min
k1;:::;kd0:
P
ki=k wv
X
i
a
ki
vi

for k > 0;v 6= t:
Note that the optimal partition into ki's can be found in polynomial time by a
nested dynamic programming subroutine that uses optimal partitions of each k
into k1 :::kj in order to calculate the optimal partition into k1 :::kj+1.
Once we have computed ak
s at the source s for all values of k, we simply pick
the smallest k such that ak
s  B.
2.4.1 A PTAS for node-weighted trees
The above algorithm for solving unbalanced cut on trees with polynomial node
weights can be used to obtain a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS)
for unbalanced cut on trees with arbitrary node weights.
Suppose we want to achieve a (1 + 2) guarantee for the MinSBCC problem.
Let S denote the optimal solution and OPT denote its value. We rst guess a
value W such that OPT  W  2 OPT (one can test all powers of 2). Next, we
remove all heavy nodes, i.e. those whose weight is more than W, in the sense that
we treat all of them like sinks. We then rescale the remaining node weights wv to
w0
v := dwvn
W e. Notice that the largest node weight is now at most n
. Hence, we
can run the above dynamic programming algorithm on the rescaled graph in time
polynomial in n.
We now bound the cost of the obtained solution, which we call S. The scaled
weight of the solution S is at most
P
v2Sdwvn
W e  n
WOPT + n (using the fact
20that S contains no more than n nodes). Since S is a feasible solution for the
rescaled problem, the solution S found by the algorithm has (rescaled) weight no
more than that of S. Therefore, the original weight of S is at most (OPT +W).
Considering that W  2 OPT, we obtain the desired guarantee, namely that the
cost of S is at most (1 + 2)OPT. An analogous algorithm can be used to obtain
a PTAS for the MaxSBCC problem on trees.
2.5 Applications
2.5.1 Epidemiology and node cuts
Several of the problems given in the introduction are phrased much more naturally
in terms of node cuts than edge cuts. For instance, while military or other disaster
containment problems can be thought of as controlling escape or spread pathways,
i.e., edges, controlling the outbreak of a disease involves the vaccination of indi-
viduals, and thus the removal of nodes from the graph. Therefore, it is natural to
study the node cut version. Here, each node has a weight wv, the cost of including
it on the s-side of the cut, and a capacity cv, the cost of removing (cutting) it from
the graph. The goal is to nd a set R  V , not containing s, of capacity c(R) not
exceeding a budget B, such that after removing R, the connected component S
containing s has minimum total weight w(S).
This problem can be reduced to (node-weighted) MinSBCC in the standard
way. The same reduction works for the maximization version as well. First, if
the original graph G is undirected, we bidirect each edge. Now, each vertex v is
split into two vertices vin and vout; all edges into v now enter vin, while all edges
out of v now leave vout. We add a directed edge from vin to vout of capacity cv.
21Each originally present edge, i.e., each edge into vin or out of vout, is given innite
capacity. Finally, vin is given node weight 0, and vout is given node weight wv. Call
the resulting graph G0 and solve the unbalanced cut problem on it.
If it happens that for some node v, the solution places vout on the source side
of the cut and vin on the sink side, then vout can be moved to the sink side, only
improving the solution. Now, it is easy to verify that (1) no edge cut in G0 ever
cuts any originally present edges, (2) the capacity of an edge cut in G0 is equal
to the node capacity of a node cut in G, and (3) the total node weight on the
s-side of an edge cut in G0 is exactly the total node weight in the s component of
the corresponding node cut in G. Hence, we have reduced the node cut problem
to unbalanced cut, and any approximation guarantees obtained for MinSBCC or
MaxSBCC equally carry over.
2.5.2 Graph communities
Identifying \communities" has been an important and much studied problem for
social or biological networks, and more recently, the web graph [24, 25]. Dierent
mathematical formalizations for the notion of a community have been proposed,
but they usually share the property that a community is a node set with high edge
density within the set, and comparatively small expansion.
It is well known [50] that the densest subgraph, i.e., the set S maximizing
c(S)
jSj :=
c(S;S)
jSj can be found in polynomial time via a reduction to minimum cut;
Charikar [7] showed that a simple greedy algorithm gives a 2-approximation for
this problem. On the other hand, if the size of the set S is prescribed to be at
most k, then the problem is the well-studied densest k-subgraph problem [4, 20, 23],
which is known to be NP-complete (via a simple reduction from clique), and was
22recently shown to be hard to approximate to within (1 + ) for some  > 0 [46].
The best known approximation ratio is O(n1=3 ) for some  > 0 [20]. What we
consider below is the converse of the densest k-subgraph problem, in which the
density of the subgraph is given, and the size has to be minimized.
The denition of a graph community as the densest subgraph has the disad-
vantage that it lacks specicity. For example, adding a high-degree node tends to
increase the density of a subgraph, but intuitively such a node should not belong
to the community. The notion of a community that we consider avoids this di-
culty by requiring that a certain fraction of a community's edges lie inside of it.
Formally, let an -community be a set of nodes S with
c(S)
d(S)  , where c(S) is
the number of edges within S, and d(S) is the sum of degrees of nodes in S. This
denition is a relaxation of one introduced by Flake et al. [24] and is used in [57].
We are interested in nding such communities of smallest size.
The problem of nding the smallest -community and the problem of nding
the smallest subgraph of a given density have a common generalization, which
is obtained by dening a node weight wv which is equal to node degree for the
former problem and to 1 for the latter. We show how to reduce this general
size minimization problem to MinSBCC in an approximation-preserving way. In
particular, by applying this reduction to the densest k-subgraph problem, we show
that unbalanced cut is NP-hard even for the case of unit node weights.
Given a graph G = (V;E) with edge capacities ce, node weights wv, and a
specied node s 2 V , we consider the problem of nding the smallest (in terms of
the number of nodes) set S containing s with
c(S)
w(S)  . (The version where s is
not specied can be reduced to this one by trying all nodes s.) We modify G to
obtain a graph G0 as follows. Add a sink t, connect each vertex v to the source s
23with an edge of capacity d(v) :=
P
u c(v;u), and to the sink with an edge of capacity
2wv. The capacity for all edges e 2 E stays unchanged.
Theorem 2.5.1 A set S  V with s 2 S has
c(S)
w(S)   if and only if (S;S [ ftg)
is an s-t cut of capacity at most 2c(V ) = 2
P
e2E ce in G0.
Notice that this implies that any approximation guarantees on the size of S
carry over from the MinSBCC problem to the problem of nding communities.
Also notice that by making all node weights and edge capacities 1, and setting
 = k 1
2 , a set S of size at most k satises
c(S)
w(S)   if and only if S is a k-clique.
Hence, the MinSBCC problem is NP-hard even with unit node weights. However,
the approximation hardness of clique does not carry over, as the reduction requires
the size k to be known.
Proof. The required condition can be rewritten as c(S)   w(S)  0. As
2
 
c(S)   w(S)

= 2c(V )  
 
c(S;S) +
X
v2S
d(v) + 2w(S)

;
we nd that S is an -community i c(S;S)+
P
v2S d(v)+2w(S)  2c(V ). The
quantity on the left-hand side is exactly the capacity of the cut (S;S [ftg), which
proves the theorem. 
It should be noted, however, that in order to take advantage of these reductions
and to use an unbalanced cut algorithm for nding dense subgraphs and graph
communities, a (1;)-approximation algorithm for MinSBCC is required, i.e. one
that does not compromise on the capacity of the cut.
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MIN-MAX MULTIWAY CUT
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we study a multi-terminal graph cut problem called min-max mul-
tiway cut. The min-max multiway cut problem is dened by an undirected graph
G = (V;E) with edge capacities c(e)  0, and a set X = fx1;:::;xkg  V of dis-
tinguished nodes called terminals. A multiway cut is a partition of V into disjoint
sets S1;:::;Sk (
S
i Si = V ), so that for all i 2 f1;:::;kg, xi 2 Si. For a partition
we use (Si) to denote the capacity of the cut separating Si from the other sets
S
j6=i Sj, and the goal of the min-max multiway cut problem is to minimize the
maximum capacity maxi (Si).
The min-max multiway cut problem models the data placement problem in a
distributed peer-to-peer database system. In a peer-to-peer database, the infor-
mation is stored on many servers. When a user query is issued, it is directed to
the appropriate server. A request for some data item v can lead to further re-
quests for other data. One important issue in such peer-to-peer databases is to
nd a good distribution of data that minimizes requests to any single server. We
model this by a graph in which the non-terminal nodes represent the data items
and the terminals represent the servers. Nodes in the partition Si correspond to
the data that will be stored on server i. Edges in the graph correspond to the
expected communication patterns, i.e., the edge (xi;v) represents the number of
queries that users at server i issue for the data v, and the edge (v;w) represents
the expected number of times that a request for data v will result in an induced
request for data w. Communication costs are incurred when a query from one
25server is sent to another. The goal then is to distribute the data among the servers
so as to minimize the communication cost incurred by any one of them.
The min-max multiway cut problem is closely related to the traditional mul-
tiway cut problem of [15]. The dierence is in the objective function. Unlike
the min-max multiway cut, in which we seek to minimize the maximum capacity
maxi (Si), the multiway cut problem evaluates a partition by the sum of the ca-
pacities of all edges that connect the parts, thus minimizing the average capacity
(Si). Multiway cut has been used to model similar applications of storing les on
a network, as well as other problems such as partitioning circuit elements among
dierent chips [15]. In many situations, however, the min-max objective function
may be a better representation of the solution quality. Although the multiway cut
minimizes the average communication cost of the terminals, this cost may not be
distributed uniformly among them, resulting in a very heavy load on some termi-
nals and almost no load on others. The objective of minimizing the maximum load
tries to alleviate this problem by ensuring that no terminal is overloaded.
Multiway cut problem is NP-hard, but there are very good approximation
algorithms for it [15, 6, 44]. However, they do not translate directly into good
approximations for min-max multiway cut, because even the optimal solution to
one problem can be up to a factor of k=2 worse than the optimum for the other.
Our results For two terminals, min-max multiway cut reduces to the well-
studied minimum s-t cut problem, and hence it can be solved in polynomial
time. However, as we show, it is already NP-hard for the case of 4 terminals.
As a result, we focus on designing approximation algorithms. In Section 3.2, we
present an O(logn)-approximation algorithm for min-max multiway cut, where
26 = O(log
3=2 n) for general graphs, and  = O(logn) for graphs excluding any
xed graph as a minor. The algorithm uses the (,1) bicriteria approximation
algorithm for the MaxSBCC problem, presented in Section 2.3.3. We use it as a
subroutine in a procedure that resembles the greedy set cover algorithm, incurring
an additional factor of O(logn) in the approximation guarantee for the min-max
multiway cut problem. One of the features of our algorithm is that it is able to
exhibit exibility when assigning graph nodes to terminals: if the cut that is found
for one terminal is later discovered to be bad for another terminal, then the nodes
are reassigned in a way that is good for both.
We extend our algorithm to a generalization of the problem, in which there is a
separate bound Bi for each terminal xi, and the goal is to nd a partition in which
(Si) does not exceed Bi. This generalization is useful when the dierent peers
corresponding to the terminals have dierent communication capabilities, and can
withstand dierent loads.
Turning to special cases of min-max multiway cut, we show that it is strongly
NP-hard even on trees, but develop a (2 + )-approximation algorithm for the
case of trees. What makes the problem hard on trees is that an optimal solution
does not necessarily assign connected components of the tree to each terminal (see
Figure 3.2, in which the black nodes are the terminals, and the optimal solution
must assign the white node in the middle to one of the leaves). As a result,
even if we know which edges should be cut, it may be hard to determine how to
divide the resulting components among the terminals. The key idea of our (2 + )
approximation algorithm is to separate the stage of nding connected pieces of the
graph from the stage of partitioning them among the terminals. Then, in the rst
stage, the problem of nding \good" pieces is solved optimally, and in the second
27stage these pieces are combined to form a 2-approximate solution. To make the
dynamic programming algorithm of the rst stage run in polynomial time, the
edge capacities are rounded, leading to an overall (2 + )-approximation.
3.2 Min-max multiway cut in general graphs
3.2.1 Approximation algorithm
Our main goal in this section is to provide an approximation algorithm for the
min-max multiway cut problem and its extension with nonuniform bounds on the
capacities.
First we briey recall the 2-approximation algorithm of Dahlhaus et al. [15]
for the multiway cut problem, as it is useful to understand why it does not work
for the min-max version. This algorithm nds, for each terminal xi, a minimum
capacity cut (Si;Ti) separating this terminal from all other terminals. If among all
minimum cuts, the one with the smallest size of Si is chosen, then the sets Si for
dierent i are disjoint. The algorithm then cuts all edges in these min-cuts, which
results in a 2-approximation1 for the multiway cut. However, this procedure may
leave some nodes in the graph which do not belong to any Si component, which is
not an acceptable solution to the min-max multiway cut problem. But if this set
of left-over nodes, which may have many edges coming out of it, is included with
one of the terminals, then the min-max objective function suddenly increases to a
value up to the sum of all but one of the min-cuts.
The idea of our algorithm is to take cuts around each terminal that are larger
in size than the minimum cut, in the hope that no unassigned nodes will remain.
1It can be improved to a 2(1   1=k) approximation by taking all except the
largest min-cut.
28Assume that we are given a bound B, and assume that there is a multiway cut
where each side has capacity at most B. We use a binary search scheme to opti-
mize B. For a given value of B, we use a subroutine for the MaxSBCC problem
from Denition 2.1.1. We show how to use any (;)-bicriteria approximation
algorithm for MaxSBCC (see Denition 2.1.2) as a subroutine for solving the min-
max multiway cut problem. Recall that in Section 2.3.3, a specic (O(log3=2n);1)
algorithm was presented.
The idea is analogous to the greedy logn-approximation for the set-cover prob-
lem. Starting from the set V of unassigned nodes of the graph, our algorithm
iteratively nds (approximate) maximum size bounded capacity cuts around each
terminal, and temporarily assigns nodes to terminals, until no unassigned nodes
remain. One important dierence is that our algorithm is not greedy, in the sense
that assignment made to terminals in one iteration can be revised in later iterations
if that becomes useful. The full algorithm is shown in the gure as Algorithm 2.
Theorem 3.2.1 If there is an (;)-approximation algorithm for MaxSBCC, then
algorithm 2 is an O(log1+ n)-approximation for the min-max multiway cut prob-
lem.
The key to the analysis is to see that each iteration of the while loop assigns a
constant fraction of the remaining nodes. By assumption there is a multiway cut
(S
1;:::;S
k) with maximum capacity B. For each terminal xi, we use the approxi-
mation bound to claim that the application of the MaxSBCC algorithm assigned
at least as many new nodes to xi as a  fraction of the remaining nodes in S
i .
Lemma 3.2.2 If there is a multiway cut with maximum capacity at most B, then
in any iteration of the while loop, if U is the set of unassigned nodes in the beginning
29Algorithm 2 Algorithm for the min-max multiway cut problem
1: Initialize Si = fxig for i = 1;:::;k
2: Initialize weights w(v) for all v 2 V by setting w(xi) = 0 for all i, and w(v) = 1
for all other nodes
3: while
S
i Si 6= V do
4: for all terminals xi 2 X do
5: Construct a graph G0 labeling xi as a sink t and contracting all other
terminals into a single source s.
6: Find an (;)-approximate MaxSBCC (S;S) in graph G0 with bound B
and weights w(v), trying to maximize the weight of S. Note that the set
S does not have to contain Si and does not have to be disjoint from the
other sets Sj for j 6= i.
7: Consider the intersection Ij = S \ Sj for each j 6= i. We need to delete
this intersection either from Sj or from S. If c(Ij;Sj n Ij) < c(Ij;S n Ij),
then let Sj = Sj n Ij; otherwise let S = S n Ij.
8: Let Si = Si [ S, and set the weights of all v 2 S to w(v) = 0.
9: end for
10: end while
11: Return S1;:::;Sk.
30of the iteration, and U0 is the set of unassigned nodes at the end of this iteration,
then jU0j  1
1+jUj.
Proof. Let Ni be the set of previously unassigned nodes added to the set Si
in this iteration. Notice that step (7) of the algorithm only reassigns nodes with
zero weight, so Ni has the same weight as the solution to MaxSBCC S obtained
in step (6).
Consider some optimal solution (S
1;:::;S
k) to the min-max multiway cut in-
stance. Now partition U0 into sets U0
1;:::;U0
k, such that U0
i = S
i \ U0. We claim
that w(Ni)    jU0
ij. To see this, notice that the nodes in U0 have weight 1
throughout this iteration of the while loop, and since S
i is a piece of the optimal
partition, (S
i )  B. Therefore, in the ith iteration of the for loop, (V nS
i ;S
i ) is
a feasible solution to the MaxSBCC problem, and w(S
i )  w(U0
i) = jU0
ij. By the
(;)-approximation guarantee, the algorithm for MaxSBCC must nd a set with
w(Ni)    jU0
ij. Summing over all i, we obtain that jUj   jU0j =
Pk
i=1 w(Ni) 
  jU0j, which proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1 : By using binary search, we can assume that a bound
B is given, and our algorithm will either prove that no multiway cut of maximum
capacity at most B exists, or it will nd a multiway cut with maximum capacity
at most O(log1+ n)B.
Throughout the algorithm, xi 2 Si for all i, and the sets Si are always disjoint.
So the algorithm nds a multiway cut, as required. By Lemma 3.2.2 the algorithm
terminates in at most log1+ n iterations of the while loop, if a min-max multiway
cut of capacity at most B exists. If given an infeasible bound B < B, it may
not stop after log1+ n iterations, which proves that B < B. This shows that
31the algorithm runs in polynomial time. We will also use this bound to give an
approximation guarantee for the algorithm.
We claim that for each Si returned by the algorithm, (Si)  log1+ n  B.
To see this, notice that for each application of the MaxSBCC subroutine in (6),
the capacity of the set S returned is at most (S)  B. By the choice made
in step (7), the transfer operation does not increase either (Sj) or (S). So in
each iteration of the while loop, the capacity of each Si increases by at most B.
Combined with the bound on the number of iterations, this observation concludes
the proof. 
Combined with Theorem 2.3.4, we also get the following result.
Corollary 3.2.3 There is a O(log
5=2 n)-approximation algorithm for min-max mul-
tiway cut.
It is interesting to note that the algorithm can also be used for a version of the
multiway cut problem in which there is a separate bound Bi for each (Si). To
obtain the extension, we use the MaxSBCC algorithm in each iteration i of the
for loop with bound Bi rather than B.
Theorem 3.2.4 Assume that we are given a graph G with k terminals, edge ca-
pacities, and k bounds (B1;:::;Bk). If there is a multiway cut (S1;:::;Sk) such
that (Si)  Bi for each i, then in polynomial time we can nd a multiway cut
(S0
1;:::;S0
k) such that (S0
i)  O(log
5=2 n)Bi, and the bound improves by a factor
of
p
logn for graphs excluding any xed graph as a minor.
Remark Calinescu, Karlo and Rabani [6] and subsequently Karger et al. [44]
gave improved approximation algorithms for the multiway cut problem based on
32linear programming and rounding. It appears that this technique does not yield
a good approximation for our problem. To see this, consider the graph which is a
star with k terminals and a single additional node at the center, and assume the
capacity of each edge is 1. There is no multiway cut where each part has capacity
at most B = 2, or even approximately 2. By assigning the center of the star to
terminal xi, we can get a multiway cut where the capacity of each part Sj for j 6= i
is 1, while the capacity of Si is k 1. A linear programming relaxation would allow
us to take a \linear combination" of these cuts, and thereby have each side have
capacity at most 2.
3.2.2 NP-completeness of min-max multiway cut
We prove using a reduction from bisection that the min-max multiway cut problem
is NP-hard already on graphs with 4 terminals.
Theorem 3.2.5 Min-max multiway cut is NP-hard for any xed k  4 even with
unit-capacity edges.
Proof. We show that it is NP-hard for k = 4 using a reduction from the graph
bisection problem [29]. Our construction uses capacities, but we can replace each
edge with multiple parallel paths. An instance of the bisection problem consists
of a graph G = (V;E) with an even number of vertices n, and an integer C. The
question is whether or not there exists a partition of V into two sets Y and Z,
each of size n=2, such that the capacity of the cut c(Y;Z)  C. Given G and C,
we construct, in polynomial time, a graph H with 4 terminals and a bound B, so
that H has a multiway cut with maximum capacity at most B if and only if G has
a bisection with capacity at most C.
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Figure 3.1: Reduction from bisection to min-max multiway cut
We obtain the graph H = (V 0;E0) by adding 4 new terminal nodes X =
fu;d;l;rg to G, and adding edges that connect nodes of G to the terminals (see
Figure 3.1). E0 includes E and the following additional edges, where a is chosen
such that 2a > C:
 Edge (u;d) of capacity na
 Edges (v;u) and (v;d), each of capacity a, for each v 2 V .
 Edges (v;l) and (v;r), each of capacity b = a   C
n > 0, for each v 2 V .
The bound is set to B = 2na.
Suppose H has a min-max multiway cut (U [ fug;D [ fdg;L [ flg;R [ frg)
where each part has capacity at most B. Then U and D must be empty, as
B = 2na  (U [ fug)  2na + 2bjUj, just counting the edges to the terminals.
So (L;R) is a cut of G, and let C0 = c(L;R) denote its capacity. The next
observation is that jLj = jRj = n=2. To see this, suppose, for contradiction, that
jLj = k  n
2 + 1 (or similarly for jRj). Then
(L [ flg) = 2ka + nb + C
0  2(
n
2
+ 1)a + n(a  
C
n
) = 2na + (2a   C) > B;
34where the last inequality follows from the choice of a. We conclude that the ca-
pacity C0 of the bisection (L;R) must be at most C. This follows as the capacity
of the cut L[flg is na+nb+C0  B = 2na, and by the choice of b this inequality
implies C0  C. To show the opposite direction, given a bisection (Y;Z) in G of
capacity C0  C, we produce a min-max multiway cut (fug;fdg;Y [flg;Z [frg)
of H, with each component's capacity at most B. 
3.3 Min-max multiway cut on trees
Recall from the Introduction that in an optimal solution to the min-max multiway
cut problem on trees the sets of nodes assigned to the terminals do not have to be
connected. This can be seen in the example of Figure 3.2. All nodes except for
the middle one are terminals, and all edges have capacity 1. The optimal solution
cuts all the edges incident on the middle node and assigns it to one of the leaf
(degree-one) terminals, achieving a value of 4. On the other hand, any solution
that assigns connected parts of the graph to each terminal would leave the middle
node connected to one of its neighbors, incurring a cost of 5.
Figure 3.2: Example showing that in an optimal min-max multiway cut on a tree,
the sets assigned to the terminals need not form connected components. The only
non-terminal is the middle node
35In Section 3.3.1 we use this observation to prove that the min-max multiway
cut problem in NP-hard on trees. Then we provide a (2+)-approximation for the
case that the graph is a tree.
3.3.1 NP-hardness of min-max multiway cut on trees
Theorem 3.3.1 Min-max multiway cut is strongly NP-hard when the graph is a
tree with weighted edges.
Proof. We use a reduction from 3-partition, which is known to be strongly
NP-complete [28]. In 3-partition, given a set A = fa1;:::;a3mg, a weight wi for
each ai 2 A, and a bound B, such that 8i B
4 < wi < B
2 and
P3m
i=1 wi = mB, we
want to know if A can be partitioned into disjoint sets S1;:::;Sm, such that for
each j,
X
ai2Sj
wi = B:
Given an instance (A;B) of 3-partition, we construct an instance of min-max
multiway cut as follows. The tree T consists of separate subtrees connected with
zero-capacity edges. There will be 3m subtrees Ti, one for each element ai, and m
isolated terminals x1;:::;xm, one for each of the desired sets. Each Ti consists of
six terminals and one non-terminal vi, with edge capacities as in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Component Ti used in the NP-completeness reduction for min-max
multiway cut on trees
36We claim that a min-max multiway cut of maximum capacity at most B exists
if and only if the 3-partition instance is solvable. Notice that any min-max mul-
tiway cut with capacity at most B must cut all edges of Ti and assign all vi's to
the terminals x1;:::;xm, creating a partition of A. If a set of nodes S0
j is assigned
to terminal xj, then the capacity of the resulting part is
P
vi2S0
j wi. This implies
that such a cut exists if and only if the 3-partition does. 
3.3.2 Algorithm for min-max multiway cut on trees
In this section we give a (2+)-approximation algorithm for the min-max multiway
cut on trees that have edge capacities.
The algorithm consists of two stages. In the rst stage we consider a variant
of the problem where we allow the algorithm to create extra parts in the partition
that do not contain terminals. More precisely, we consider the following problem.
Denition 3.3.2 The tree cutting problem (T;X;B) for a tree T = (V;E), ter-
minals X = fx1;:::;xkg  V , and a bound B is to nd a partition of V into con-
nected subtrees T1;:::;Th, subject to the following constraints: (1) no two terminals
are in the same connected component; and (2) for each connected component Ti,
(Ti)  B. The objective is to minimize
P
i (Ti).
In the next subsection we give a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for this
problem. Here we show how to use such an algorithm to get a (2+)-approximation
for the min-max multiway cut on trees.
Theorem 3.3.3 Using a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for the tree cutting
problem as a subroutine, we can give a polynomial time (2 + )-approximation for
37min-max multiway cut on trees.
Proof. First we give a 2-approximation for min-max multiway cut that uses a
pseudo-polynomial exact algorithm for tree cutting. Given a tree T with terminals
X, we will binary search for a lower bound B to the min-max multiway cut
optimum. Observe that connected components in a feasible solution to min-max
multiway cut instance (T;X) of value B give a feasible solution to the tree cutting
instance (T;X;B) of value at most kB. Therefore, if our optimal tree cutting
solution T1;:::;Th does not satisfy
Ph
i=1 (Ti)  kB, then B < B. The algorithm
groups the components Ti into k sets S1;:::;Sk of nodes greedily, rst assigning the
terminals to dierent sets, and then assigning each next component to the set with
lowest sum of (Ti) over components already in that set. Observe that if several
components, say T1;:::;Tj, are combined into a set S, then (S) 
Pj
i=1 (Ti).
Because
Ph
i=1 (Ti)  kB, and for all j, (Tj)  B, for no i will (Si) exceed 2B.
Recall that our tree cutting algorithm runs in pseudopolynomial time. We
obtain a polynomial-time (2 + )-approximation algorithm via rounding. For a
given , capacity bound B, and m = jEj, let
 =
dm=e
B
:
For each edge e 2 E, scale the capacity so that c0(e) = bc(e)c. Also set
B0 = B = dm=e. If there is a multiway cut with maximum capacity B in
the original problem, then there is one of maximum capacity at most B0 after
rounding. Now we obtain a 2-approximate multiway cut S1;:::;Sk for the graph
with capacities c0(e) and bound B0. The running time is polynomial in B0 = dm=e
and n. The capacity of a part Si of this partition is at most (Si)  (2 + )  B
using the original capacities. 
383.3.3 Algorithm for the tree cutting problem
We now describe an algorithm that solves optimally, in time polynomial in B and
the size of the tree n, the tree cutting problem (which we use as a subroutine for
the min-max multiway cut on trees). To simplify the presentation of the algorithm,
assume, without loss of generality, that (1) T is rooted at a node r and all edges
are directed away from the root; (2) T is binary. (To make the tree binary without
aecting the solution, replace each node u that has d > 2 children with a dlog2 de-
height complete binary subtree U with edge capacities B+1, and attach u's children
to the leaves of U, at most 2 per leaf.)
The tree cutting problem will be solved using dynamic programming. We
construct a dynamic programming table p(v;A;t) for all nodes v 2 V , integers
0  A  B, and two values of the binary variable t 2 f0;1g. The entry p(v;A;t)
is the minimum total capacity of edges in the subtree of T rooted at v that can
be cut such that the total capacity of edges coming out (i.e., toward descendants)
of v's component is at most A. The variable t indicates whether the component
containing v contains a terminal in v's subtree (t = 1) or not (t = 0). We have
the separate bound A because the remaining B   A capacity will be used to cut
the edges that are incident on v's component, but lie outside of its subtree. The
values p(v;A;t) can be computed in a single pass up the tree.
To initialize the values at the leaf nodes, for all values of A we set p(v;A;1) = 0
and p(v;A;0) = 1 for a leaf node v 2 X which is a terminal, and p(v;A;1) = 1,
p(v;A;0) = 0 for a leaf node v = 2 X which is not a terminal. Table entries for the
internal nodes are computed using the entries for their children nodes. We describe
39the case when the internal node v is a terminal, and it has one child node v1. In
this case we set p(v;A;0) = 1 for all A, because a terminal node v cannot be in
a component without a terminal. For A < c(v;v1), we set p(v;A;1) = p(v1;A;0),
because in that case the edge (v;v1) cannot be cut as that would violate the
constraint imposed by A on the capacity of edges coming out of v's component.
For A  c(v;v1), we set
p(v;A;1) = min f p(v1;A;0);
c(v;v1) + p(v1;B   c(v;v1);1);
c(v;v1) + p(v1;B   c(v;v1);0) g;
where the rst option corresponds to not cutting the edge (v;v1) and using a
component below v1 without a terminal (since we cannot allow two terminals in
the same component); the second and third options correspond to cutting the
edge (v;v1) and leaving v1 in a component with a terminal or without a terminal,
respectively. Cutting (v;v1) implies that the component containing v1 can have at
most B   c(v;v1) capacity of edges leaving it below v1, which leads to the above
expression c(v;v1)+p(v1;B c(v;v1);) for the total capacity of edges in the subtree
below v that are cut.
Analogous recurrences can be derived for the case when v is not a terminal,
and the case when v has two children, v1 and v2. In the case of two children,
the capacity A available for cutting edges below v has to be partitioned between
the edges that belong to the left subtree (including, possibly, the edge (v;v1)),
and the ones that belong to the right subtree (possibly including (v;v2)). The
algorithm tries all possibilities for such a partition A1 + A2 = A. Then, given Ai,
it considers the possibilities for each child node vi of cutting or not cutting (v;vi),
40using expressions similar to the ones above. In the case that v is a terminal, it can
only be connected to subtrees not containing terminals, and in the case that v is
not a terminal, it can be connected to one subtree with and one without terminals,
or to two subtrees without terminals.
The nal partition of the tree is derived from the minimum of two table entries
p(r;B;1) and p(r;B;0), where r is the root of the tree.
Theorem 3.3.4 The optimal solution to the tree cutting problem can be computed
in time polynomial in the size of the graph and the bound B.
41CHAPTER 4
FACILITY LOCATION WITH HIERARCHICAL FACILITY COSTS
4.1 Introduction
In the basic facility location problem, we are given a set of clients and a set of
possible facilities. A solution consists of opening some facilities and assigning
each client to an open facility, with the objective of minimizing the sum of the
facility opening cost and the client connection cost. In the most basic and well-
studied version of the problem, the metric uncapacitated facility location, there
is a metric of distances between the clients and the facilities, and the connection
cost is the sum of distances between clients and the facilities to which they are
assigned. Each facility has a cost given as part of the input, and the total facility
opening cost is the sum of costs for the facilities that are opened. Facility location
problems have been used to model a wide range of practical settings, including
location problems, supply chain management, Web server locations, etc. While
even the basic uncapacitated metric facility location problem is NP-complete, there
are many good approximation algorithms known for it, using the whole range of
techniques including local search, linear programming and the primal-dual method.
In this chapter, we study a variant of the facility location problem in which
the cost of a facility depends on the specic set of clients assigned to that facility.
We propose a general model in which the facility costs are submodular functions
of the set of clients assigned to the facility, and give an O(logn)-approximation
algorithm for it, where n is the number of clients. Submodularity of the cost
functions models a natural economy of scale. We then focus on a subclass of
submodular cost functions which we call hierarchical costs. Shmoys, Swamy and
42Levi [61] and Ravi and Sinha [58] introduced the problem of facility location with
service installation costs. In their model, each client requests a certain service,
which has to be installed at the facility where this client is assigned. There are
costs for opening facilities and for installing services. The hierarchical facility
location problem is an extension of this model to many levels of service costs.
Instead of allowing only two levels (facility opening and service installation), we
allow an arbitrarily deep hierarchy that describes the costs. Such a hierarchy can
be used to model a richer set of cost structures. Our main result is a local search
algorithm that gives a (4:237 + )-approximation (independent of the number of
levels in the hierarchy) in the case that the costs are identical at all facilities.
Our models and methods We introduce the general problem of facility loca-
tion with submodular facility costs, and then focus on a special case, called facility
location with hierarchical facility costs. A submodular function g : 2D ! R on
a set D is one that satises the inequality g(A) + g(B)  g(A [ B) + g(A \ B)
for any A;B  D. Equivalently, for any A  B  D and an element x = 2 B, it
satises g(A[fxg) g(A)  g(B[fxg) g(B). Submodularity models decreasing
marginal costs and is a natural property of functions in many settings.
Denition 4.1.1 Facility location with submodular facility costs problem has as
input a set of facilities F, a set of demands or clients D, a distance metric dist on
the set F [ D, and a monotone non-decreasing submodular function gi : 2D ! R+
for each facility i 2 F. The goal is to nd a facility f(j) 2 F for each client
j 2 D so as to minimize the sum of the connection cost,
P
j2D dist(j;f(j)), and
the facility cost,
P
i2F gi(D(i)), where D(i) = fj 2 D : f(j) = ig denotes the set
of clients assigned to facility i.
43We give an O(logjDj)-approximation algorithm for facility location with submod-
ular facility costs in Section 4.2, using a greedy algorithm with a submodular
function minimization subroutine.
In the rest of the chapter we focus on a special case of this problem, in which the
form of the functions gi is restricted to what we call hierarchical cost functions. It is
not hard to see that these hierarchical functions are in fact submodular. Moreover,
we assume that the cost functions of all facilities are the same, i.e. gi = g for all
i 2 F. Note that the problem with independent cost functions on dierent facilities
is set cover-hard, as was shown in [61]. The hierarchical facility cost function g
is specied by a rooted cost tree T, whose set of leaves is D (the set of clients).
The leaves of the tree can also be thought of as the services that the corresponding
clients request. Each node k of T has a non-negative cost, cost(k). The facility
cost function g is dened using the tree T as follows. For a set D(i)  D of
clients assigned to facility i, we use the notation TD(i) to denote the subgraph of
T induced by the nodes that lie on a path from the root to some leaf (client)
in D(i) (see Figure 4.1). Then the facility cost of i is
P
k2TD(i) cost(k). We also
use cost(S) as a shorthand for the facility cost of a set of clients S  D, i.e.
cost(S) =
P
k2TS cost(k). The cost of an empty facility is zero.
Our main result is a local search method, where the locally optimal solutions
are 5-approximations to the problem, in the case that the costs are identical at all
facilities. Then we improve this bound to 4:237 by scaling. The algorithm starts
with an arbitrary assignment of clients to facilities, and performs two types of
local improvement moves, aggregate and disperse, while the objective function of
the solution improves. The aggregate move is analogous to the move open, which
opens a new facility, used in local search algorithms for the traditional facility
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Figure 4.1: Example of a cost tree. If clients corresponding to leaves 4 and 8
form the set D(i) which is assigned to a facility i, then the cost of i is F(i) =
cost(1)+cost(2)+cost(4)+cost(5)+cost(8). Shaded nodes and thick edges form
the subgraph TD(i).
location problem (e.g. [8, 3]). In that case, however, once a facility is open, it is
easy to decide which clients should be assigned to it. In the case of our hierarchical
service cost model, this is less easy to decide. In fact, there is no clear meaning
of opening a facility, as the cost may depend dramatically on which clients are
assigned to it. We describe the move in Section 4.3, where we also prove that if
there are no improving aggregate moves, then the connection cost of the solution
can be bounded.
To bound the facility costs, we use a dierent operation, disperse, which is
the analog of the traditional close operation. The high-level idea is to disperse the
clients of one currently open facility to other facilities, and hence to save on facility
cost. Implementing such a disperse move optimally can be used to solve the original
problem in a single step. In Section 4.4 we describe an approximate disperse move
that can be implemented in polynomial time. We then use the aggregate and
disperse moves to show that a locally optimal solution is a 5-approximation for the
problem.
45Using scaling we improve the bound to 4.237, and accepting only suciently
large improvements, we turn this into a polynomial-time (4:237+)-approximation
algorithm for the hierarchical facility location problem.
Motivation Our hierarchical facility location problem can be used to model
practical scenarios, such as the costs of multiple levels of service installation [17].
For example, one may consider opening some stores and wonder about which items
to carry in each of them. The cost of opening a store would be represented by the
root of the tree, the cost of carrying a particular category of items (e.g., those
supplied by a particular vendor) would be at a node one level down, that for a
subcategory still lower, and so on. A client may then be identied with the item
he wants to buy.
Another possible application is for data storage. Then facilities are the le
servers, and clients are the users (or contributors) of data. The connection cost
is the price of transferring data over the network, and facility cost is the price for
storing the data. The hierarchy may represent how similar the data items are,
with the assumption that similar les can be compressed together to save storage
cost.
The generalization of our problem in which the facility cost functions are al-
lowed to dier from each other by constant factors can model data gathering in
sensor networks (see, for example, [68]). In that case, instead of representing stor-
age expenses, the facility costs would model the cost of delivering compressed data
to the destination.
Related work There has been much work on approximation algorithms for
the uncapacitated facility location problem. Small constant factor approxima-
46tion algorithms exist that use essentially every known approximation algorithmic
technique, including local search [48, 8, 3], primal-dual method [42], and linear
programming and rounding [62, 10, 11, 63]. The current best approximation
guarantee is 1.52 [54], and no better than 1.463 approximation is possible unless
NP 2 DTIME[nO(loglogn)] [32].
The most well-studied extension of the facility location problem considers facil-
ities with capacities, where the capacity of a facility bounds the number of clients
it can serve if opened. Many of the uncapacitated approximation algorithms ex-
tend to the version of the problem with soft capacities [42, 8, 3, 11], where soft
capacities allow us to open a facility multiple times, paying the opening cost each
time, in order to support more clients. Similarly many of the approximation al-
gorithms can be used to derive bicriteria approximations for the capacitated case,
by allowing the algorithm to violate the capacities to some extent. Local search is
the only known algorithmic technique that extends to handle hard capacities, i.e.,
it gives an approximation algorithm that neither violates the capacities, nor opens
the facilities multiple times. The most general such problem formulation is the
universal facility location [34, 53, 30], where the cost of a facility is an arbitrary
monotone function of the number of clients assigned to it.
In contrast, in the hierarchical facility location problem we consider, the facility
cost depends on the set of clients assigned to the facility and not just their number.
Shmoys, Swamy and Levi [61] and Ravi and Sinha [58] introduced the facility
location problem with service installation costs (called multicommodity facility
location in [58]), where the costs can be represented by a tree of height two. Ravi
and Sinha consider the version of the problem where the facility costs can be
arbitrarily dierent for dierent facilities, and they develop a logarithmic-factor
47approximation, which is the best possible in that case. Shmoys et al. restrict the
model by assuming that facilities have an ordering where each earlier facility costs
less than a later one for all services, which allows them to design a constant-factor
approximation. We make an even more restrictive assumption of facility costs
being identical on all facilities. However, in contrast to the two-level model, our
algorithm works for arbitrary number of levels and yields a bound of 5, independent
of the number of levels in the tree.
The group facility location problem of Hayrapetyan, Swamy and Tardos [37]
contains a similar two-level cost structure, but for connection costs. For facility
costs they use the uncapacitated model.
Notation Finally, we dene some further notation that will be useful in the rest
of the chapter. At each step of the local search, the algorithm has some assignment
of clients to the facilities which constitutes its current solution. We call this solution
SOL. For the analysis of the algorithm, we assume that SOL is a locally optimal
solution, and we compare it to a xed globally optimal one, which we call OPT.
Let C and F denote the connection and facility costs of SOL, respectively, and C
and F  denote the same quantities for OPT. For a client j, let f(j) be the facility
where j is assigned in SOL and f(j) be the facility where j is assigned in OPT.
For a facility i, D(i) denotes the set of clients assigned to i in SOL, and D(i) is
the set assigned in OPT. If a set of clients S is moved to a facility i that already
contains some clients D(i), then costi(S) is the additional facility cost that has to
be paid, and is equal to cost(S [ D(i))   cost(D(i)).
484.2 Approximation for submodular costs
In this section we present a logarithmic approximation for facility location with
submodular facility costs. The procedure that we present works for the case that
the submodular facility cost functions are dierent for dierent facilities, and does
not require the distances to form a metric. The guarantee is the best possible for
this case, because either one of these two generalizations makes the problem set
cover-hard. However, for the case of identical facility costs and metric distances,
we do not know of any lower bounds that would rule out the possibility of a
constant-factor approximation.
Our algorithm is obtained by a reduction to the set cover problem, with a
polynomial-time subroutine for implementing the greedy algorithm on this instance
with exponentially many sets. Such an approach has been used for the plain
uncapacitated facility location problem by Hochbaum [38], and is mentioned in [58]
as a possibility for obtaining a logarithmic approximation for the facility location
with service installation. Thus, our main contribution is to show how to nd the
best facility and a set of clients for one step of the greedy set cover algorithm.
Facility location can be viewed as an instance of set cover in the following way.
The set of clients D is the set of elements to be covered. For each facility i 2 F and
each possible subset of clients S  D, there is a set A(i;S) in the set cover instance,
covering the elements in S, whose cost is gi(S) +
P
j2S dist(i;j), the facility and
connection cost of assigning clients S to facility i. Because of monotonicity of
the functions gi, any set cover solution can be transformed into one in which the
selected sets are disjoint, thus forming a feasible facility location solution, without
increase in cost.
A greedy algorithm that repeatedly selects a set minimizing the ratio of the
49set's cost to the number of newly-covered elements is well-known to be a O(logn)-
approximation for the set cover problem [67], where n is the number of elements,
which, in our case, is the number of clients. However, in our case such a set
cannot be found by simple enumeration, because the instance of set cover that
we describe has a number of sets exponential in the number of clients of the
corresponding facility location instance. So we describe a procedure that nds a
set A(i;S) minimizing the ratio of its cost to the number of newly-covered clients
in polynomial time, using submodular function minimization [40].
At each step of the greedy algorithm, in order to keep track of which clients
have already been covered and which have not, let us assign a weight wj = 0 for
all covered clients j, and a weight wj = 1 for all clients that have not been covered
yet. To nd the best facility i for the set A(i;S), we simply try all of them, nding
the best set S for each one, and then select the one with the best ratio. So for a
given facility i, the task is to nd a set S  D minimizing
gi(S)+
P
j2S dist(i;j)
P
j2S wj , where
the denominator is just the number of clients in S that have not been covered
yet. To minimize this ratio, we can do a binary search for the minimum value
 for which there exists a set S such that
gi(S)+
P
j2S dist(i;j)
P
j2S wj  , or, equivalently,
gi(S)+
P
j2S dist(i;j) 
P
j2S wj  0. The left-hand side of this last expression
is a submodular function, as gi is submodular by assumption, and the last two
terms are modular functions (i.e. ones for which the submodular inequality holds
with equality). Thus it can be minimized in polynomial time.
4.3 Aggregate move and the connection cost
In this section we consider one of the two local improvement moves that are per-
formed by the local search algorithm for facility location with hierarchical costs.
50When this move, aggregate, is performed on a facility i, it transfers some clients
from other facilities to i. This change in assignment of clients aects the cost of
the solution in three ways: the clients that change assignments have a changed
connection cost; facility i has an increased facility cost; and other facilities have
decreased facility costs as some clients move away from them. As we show at
the end of this section, it is possible to nd, in polynomial time, the optimal set
of clients to be transferred to facility i, even for the case of general submodular
facility cost functions.
First, we present a simpler approximate way of evaluating an aggregate move,
and a much more ecient algorithm for nding the best set of clients according to
this approximate evaluation. Rather than exactly computing the cost of the new
assignment, we ignore the savings in cost at the other facilities, and we nd a set
of clients S  D minimizing the change in connection cost plus the added facility
cost incurred at facility i. This estimated change in cost can be expressed as
X
j2S
dist(j;i)  
X
j2S
dist(j;f(j)) + costi(S): (4.1)
We call (4.1) the value of the aggregate move (despite the fact that expression
(4.1) does not take into account the possible cost-savings at other facilities), and we
call the move improving if it has negative value. Note that if a move is performed,
then the real cost of the solution decreases by at least as much as estimated using
the move's value, which means that the solution is indeed improving when we
make improving moves. In the next subsection we show how to nd the optimal
set S with respect to expression (4.1) for a given facility i. Then we show that if
a solution has no improving aggregate moves, its connection cost can be bounded.
514.3.1 Finding the aggregate move with optimal value
Consider the problem of nding a set of clients S that minimizes expression (4.1)
for a particular facility i. The change in distance is equal to dist(j;i) dist(j;f(j))
for each client j in the set S that we choose, and the added facility cost at i depends
on S as well as the set of clients D(i) already at i: costi(S) =
P
k2TSnTD(i) cost(k).
Let us now construct a modied tree T 0 from T which will be useful for designing
the algorithm. The structure of T 0 is the same as that of T; the only dierence is in
the costs associated with the nodes. We incorporate the change in connection cost
associated with each client j into the cost tree, so that the algorithm that makes
a pass over this tree would be able to take into account both the changes in the
connection costs and in the facility costs simultaneously. In particular, for every
client j 2 D, set the cost of its leaf to costT 0(j) = costT(j)+dist(j;i) dist(j;f(j)),
where costT(j) is the original cost of this leaf in the tree T. Note that this new
cost may be negative. Also, we discount the tree nodes which are already paid for
at i: for these nodes k 2 TD(i), set costT 0(k) = 0. For all other nodes k we keep
the original cost costT 0(k) = costT(k). The reason that the construction of T 0 is
helpful is explained in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3.1 There exists an improving aggregate move for facility i if and only
if there is a connected subgraph U of T 0, containing the root, such that the total
cost of nodes in U is negative, i.e.
P
k2U costT 0(k) < 0.
Proof. Suppose there is a set of clients S such that moving S to i constitutes
an improving aggregate move. Then the subgraph of T 0 which consists of all leaves
that correspond to clients in S and the union of their paths to the root has total
node cost exactly equal to expression (4.1), and therefore negative.
52Conversely, suppose that there is a connected subgraph U of T 0, containing the
root, with negative total node cost. Since the only nodes with negative cost are
the leaves, we can assume without loss of generality that U consists of a union of
paths from the root to a subset of leaves (any internal nodes of T 0 that are in U
but do not have descendants in U can be removed without increasing the cost).
Then we take S to be the clients corresponding to the leaves in U and observe that
the value of moving S to i is equal to the total cost of nodes in U. 
Given this lemma, the problem of nding the set of clients S minimizing expres-
sion (4.1) reduces to the problem of nding a minimum-cost connected component
of T 0 containing the root. The latter problem can be solved by a simple dynamic
programming procedure. In a bottom-up pass through the tree, for each node k we
nd the cheapest subgraph of the subtree rooted at k which contains k. For a leaf
node k, this subgraph is the node itself, and its cost is costT 0(k). For an internal
node k, the cheapest subgraph contains k itself, as well as those subgraphs of its
children whose costs are negative.
The above algorithm, together with Lemma 4.3.1, yields the following results.
Lemma 4.3.2 The subset S  D that minimizes expression (4.1), and hence
denes the aggregate move of minimum value for a given facility i, can be found in
time O(jTj). The aggregate move of minimum value over all facilities can therefore
be found in time O(jFj  jTj).
4.3.2 Bounding the connection cost
Now consider a solution with no improving aggregate moves. We bound the con-
nection cost of this solution in a similar way as used in local search algorithms for
53other facility location problems.
Lemma 4.3.3 The connection cost C of a locally optimal solution can be bounded
by the optimal cost as C  C + F .
Proof. If there are no improving aggregate moves, then expression (4.1) is non-
negative for moving any set of clients to any facility i. We consider expression
(4.1) for the set of clients D(i) that are assigned to i in OPT. We have that
X
j2D(i)
dist(j;i)  
X
j2D(i)
dist(j;f(j)) + costi(D
(i))  0:
Using the fact that costi(D(i))  cost(D(i)) and adding the inequalities for all
facilities i, we get
X
j
dist(j;f
(j))  
X
j
dist(j;f(j)) +
X
i
cost(D
(i))  0;
or C   C + F   0, which implies that C  C + F . 
4.3.3 Aggregate move for general submodular functions
In this section we show that nding the optimal aggregate move for the facility
location problem with submodular facility costs can be done in polynomial time.
We do this by showing that for a particular facility i, nding a set of clients S
which would minimize the cost of the resulting solution when transferred to i can
be done using submodular function minimization. This optimization is done using
exact measure of the change in solution cost, without making the simplication of
ignoring costs at facilities other than i, as done in expression 4.1.
54If D(i) is the set of clients currently at the facility i, then the goal is to nd a
set S  D n D(i) of clients which are currently at other facilities to be transferred
to facility i so as to minimize the cost of the resulting solution, or, equivalently, to
minimize the dierence between the cost of the new solution and the cost of the
current solution. This change in cost can be expressed as
(S) = gi(D(i) [ S)   gi(D(i)) +
X
j2S
[dist(j;i)   dist(j;f(j))]
+
X
i06=i
[gi0(D(i
0) n S)   gi0(D(i
0))];
where gi is the facility cost of facility i, the sum over clients in S is the change in the
connection cost, and the last sum is the change in facility costs of facilities other
than i. We show that (S) is a submodular function over the set D nD(i), which
allows us to use a polynomial-time submodular function minimization algorithm
[40, 59] for nding the optimal set S of clients to be transferred.
Lemma 4.3.4 (S) for S  D n D(i) is a submodular function.
Proof. To show that (S) is submodular, it suces to show that it consists of
a sum of several submodular functions. To verify the submodularity of the rst
term, gi(D(i) [ S), we observe that
gi(D(i) [ (A [ B)) + gi(D(i) [ (A \ B)) =
= gi((D(i) [ A) [ (D(i) [ B)) + gi((D(i) [ A) \ (D(i) [ B))
 gi(D(i) [ A) + gi(D(i) [ B);
where the inequality follows by submodularity of gi.
The second term,  gi(D(i)), is just a constant, as it does not depend on S.
55The sum
P
j2S [dist(j;i)   dist(j;f(j))] representing the change in distances is a
modular function. The terms  gi0(D(i0)) are constant as well.
For terms of the form gi0(D(i0) n S), we get
gi0(D(i
0) n (A [ B)) + gi0(D(i
0) n (A \ B)) =
= gi0((D(i
0) n A) \ (D(i
0) n B)) + gi0((D(i
0) n A) [ (D(i
0) n B))
 gi0(D(i
0) n A) + gi0(D(i
0) n B);
by submodularity of gi0, showing that (S) is a submodular function. 
The ability to nd the optimal aggregate move allows us to bound the connec-
tion cost of a solution which is locally optimal with respect to this move for the
facility location problem with submodular facility costs. This is done in the same
way as in Lemma 4.3.3 for hierarchical costs. Unfortunately, though, we do not
know of an analogue to the disperse move that would work for this more general
problem.
4.4 Disperse move and the facility cost
Next we consider the disperse move, which reassigns clients from one facility i to
other facilities, decreasing the facility cost at i. We use this move to bound facility
costs. The outline of this section is analogous to that of the previous one. First
we dene a certain class of disperse moves, then we show that the optimal move
in this class can be found in polynomial time, and then we exhibit a particular set
of moves that allows us to bound the facility cost of a locally optimal solution.
564.4.1 Denition of a disperse move
The idea of the disperse move is to move some of the clients from a particular
facility i to other facilities. If we could nd the optimal such move, then one
disperse move would solve the whole problem: just start with a solution that
assigns all clients to one facility, and do the optimal disperse move on that facility.
As a result, we do not consider the most general version of a disperse move with
the exact evaluation function, but instead restrict our attention to a subclass of
moves and an approximate evaluation. We use approximate evaluations both for
the change in connection costs, which we bound in the usual way with a triangle
inequality, and for the change in facility costs, for which we have a more complex
scheme. For both the connection and the facility costs, the estimated change in
solution cost that we use is an upper bound on the true change in cost.
We consider removing all clients from facility i and distributing them among
all the facilities, possibly putting some clients back on the (now empty) facility
i. This operation aects the cost of the solution in the following ways: there is
a change in connection cost for clients that are moved; facility cost decreases at
i and increases at the facilities where the clients are placed. Using the triangle
inequality, we upper bound the change in connection cost for each client by the
distance between i and that client's new facility. The decrease in facility cost at i
is just its whole cost in the current solution, F(i). For the estimation of increase
in facility costs we dene the notion of a tree-partition.
A tree-partition S(D(i)) = fShg of a set of clients D(i) is any partition that
can be obtained by cutting a subset of edges of the tree TD(i) and grouping the
clients by the resulting connected components of their tree leaves (see Figure 4.2).
For example, if no edges are cut, then all clients are in the same set; if all edges
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Figure 4.2: Example of a tree-partition. Cutting the two dashed edges produces
three subsets: S1 = f4;6g, S2 = f8;9g, and S3 = f7g. The marked component is
K(S1).
incident on leaves are cut, then each client is in a separate set. Let us refer to
the connected component associated with a set Sh as K(Sh). A disperse move for
facility i can be specied as a tuple (i;S;f0), where S(D(i)) is a tree-partition
of the set of clients from i, and f0 : S(D(i)) ! F is an assignment specifying
the facility f0(Sh) to which each set Sh should be reassigned. It is possible that
f0(Sh) = i for some sets.
Returning to the evaluation of a disperse move (i;S;f0), we estimate the facility
cost of moving a set Sh to its new facility f0(Sh) using the incremental cost incurred
by adding clients in Sh to the clients already at this facility f0(Sh) = i0, which
is costi0(Sh) = cost(D(i0) [ Sh)   cost(D(i0)). For dierent sets added to the
same facility, we simply sum their incremental costs, which upper bounds the true
increase in facility costs. More precisely, the true increase in cost at a facility i0 is
cost
0
@D(i
0) [
[
h:f0(Sh)=i0
Sh
1
A   cost(D(i
0));
whereas we estimate it as
X
h:f0(Sh)=i0
[cost(D(i
0) [ Sh)   cost(D(i
0))]:
58This is an upper bound on the true increase by submodularity of the cost func-
tion. Facility i, from which the clients were just removed, is treated as empty, i.e.
costi(Sh) = cost(Sh). Thus, the overall upper bound on the change in solution
cost resulting from the disperse move (i;S;f0) can be expressed as
value(i;S;f
0) =
X
Sh2S(D(i))
costf0(Sh)(Sh)+
X
Sh2S(D(i))
jShjdist(i;f
0(Sh)) F(i); (4.2)
where the rst term is the estimate of the increase in facility costs, the second term
is the estimate of the change in connection cost, and F(i) is the cost of facility i
which is saved when clients are removed from it. This expression denes the value
of a disperse move. Any move with negative value is called an improving move.
Next we show how to nd a disperse move with minimum value in polynomial
time.
4.4.2 Finding the disperse move with optimal value
We begin by proving a lemma that is useful for deriving the algorithm.
Lemma 4.4.1 There exists a disperse move (i;S;f0) of minimum value such that
for all sets Sh of the tree-partition S, none of the nodes of the subgraph K(Sh) are
paid for at this set's new facility f0(Sh).
Proof. Given an optimal disperse move that does not satisfy the required con-
dition, we transform it into one that does, without increasing the cost. If any
node of the subgraph K(Sh) is paid for at facility f0(Sh), then so is its top node,
call it k(Sh), since it lies on the path from a paid node to the root. Since each
client corresponds to a dierent leaf of the tree T, the node k(Sh) has to be an
internal node (there are at least two clients in its subtree: one belonging to Sh, and
59one at the facility f0(Sh)). In this case we transform the tree-partition by cutting
additional edges of the tree, namely the ones connecting k(Sh) to its children (see
1
k(Sh) 3
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8 9
1
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Figure 4.3: Operation performed in the proof of Lemma 4.4.1. Suppose that Sh
consists of clients 4 and 8, and that node 2 is paid for at the facility f0(Sh).
Figure 4.3). This may split Sh into multiple sets, all of which we assign to the
same facility f0(Sh) as Sh was assigned to. The new disperse move has value no
greater than the old one: the connection cost is clearly the same, and since the
node k(Sh) and ones above it are already paid for at f0(Sh), the facility cost does
not increase. This procedure can be repeated in a top-down manner, eliminating
each set that does not satisfy the condition. 
The algorithm for nding the optimal disperse move satisfying the conditions of
Lemma 4.4.1 is based on dynamic programming. Recall that TD(i) is the subgraph
of the cost tree T for which the tree-partition has to be found, because it represents
the facility costs for clients which are currently at i and which have to be dispersed.
Since the dynamic programming will proceed by considering various subtrees of
this tree, let the notation TD(i)(k) stand for the subtree of TD(i) rooted at node k.
For any node k 2 TD(i), we dene three parameters, N(k), Y (k), and P(k),
that describe the part of the solution related to the subtree TD(i)(k). First we
describe what the values of these parameters are for a given disperse move (i;S;f 0)
60and a given node k, and then we use these parameters to construct a dynamic
programming table for determining the optimal disperse move. For a given node k
and a disperse move with its tree-partition S, the components of this tree-partition
that are relevant to determining the values of the parameters are the components
which are entirely contained in the subtree rooted at k, and at most one special
component which contains the edge between k and its parent. For example, if k is
node 2 in Figure 4.2, then its special component is K(S1), as it contains the edge
between node 2 and its parent, node 1. Let us call this special component with
respect to the tree node k, if it exists, K(Sk), and the set of clients contained in
it Sk. Then the three parameters are
 N(k) = jSk \ TD(i)(k)j is the number of clients from node k's special com-
ponent K(Sk) that are in the subtree rooted at k. For example, for node
k = 2 in Figure 4.2, N(k) = 1, as only client 4 satises this property. In the
algorithm, this parameter is used to keep track of the connection cost that
will have to be paid when Sk is transferred to its new facility.
 Y (k) =
P
k02U cost(k0), where U = TSk \ TD(i)(k). Y (k) is the part of the
facility cost for clients in the special component Sk which comes from the
subtree rooted at k. In other words, if U is the set of nodes which lie on
a path between k and some client included in N(k), then Y (k) is the total
cost of nodes in U. For example, in Figure 4.2, the special component for
node k = 2 is K(S1), and the only client which is included both in this
component and in the subtree rooted at node 2 is client 4. So the cost for
client 4 which comes from the subtree is Y (2) = cost(4) + cost(2). In the
algorithm, Y (k) is used to keep track of the facility cost that will have to
be paid when k's special component K(Sk) is transferred to its new facility.
61Note an important property that N(k) = 0 implies that Y (k) = 0.
 P(k) is the connection and facility costs of reassigning sets Sh of the tree-
partition, that are contained entirely in the subtree rooted at k, to their new
facilities. Formally,
P(k) =
X
Sh:K(Sh)TD(i)(k)

jShj  dist(i;f
0(Sh)) + costf0(Sh)(Sh)

:
In Figure 4.2, P(2) includes the connection cost and the facility cost of
sending clients 8 and 9 to their new facility.
The dynamic programming algorithm for computing the optimal disperse move
for facility i is shown in gure as Algorithm 3. It constructs a table A whose entries,
Ak(x), indexed by the nodes k of TD(i) and integers x, contain the minimum values
of Y (k) + P(k) over all disperse moves on i that satisfy Lemma 4.4.1 and have
N(k) = x. The reason that values Ak(x) are interesting is that the overall minimum
value of a disperse move on facility i is equal to Ar(0) F(i), where r is the root of
T. We assume without loss of generality that the cost tree T is binary: if it is not,
then any node with high degree can be expanded into a binary subtree without
increasing the overall size of the tree by much.
The algorithm considers the nodes of the tree starting from the leaves, and for
each node considers the possibilities of cutting or not cutting the edge between this
node and its parent. The idea is that for constructing the disperse move at a node
one level higher in the tree, it suces to know the two parameters, N and Y +P,
about the solutions at the subtrees of its children. The costs of assignments for
components entirely contained lower in the tree are accounted for by P, the facility
cost for the unassigned special components of the children nodes is accounted for
by Y , and their connection costs are determined by the number of clients in them,
62Algorithm 3 Finding optimal disperse move for facility i
1: Initialize Ak(x) ( 1 for all k 2 TD(i) and all x 2 f0:::jD(i)jg
2: for all leaves k of TD(i) do
3: Ak(1) ( cost(k) // case when edge (k;parent(k)) is not cut
4: Let j be the client associated with k
5: Ak(0) ( mini02F(dist(i;i0) + costi0(fjg)) // edge cut, j sent to i0
6: end for
7: for all internal nodes k 2 TD(i), bottom-up do
8: Let k1;:::;kl be the children of k in TD(i)
9: Ak(0) (
Pl
c=1 Akc(0) // no clients in children's special components
10: for all x1;:::;xl such that 1 
Pl
c=1 xc  jD(i)j do
11: Let x =
Pl
c=1 xc // number of clients from children's components
12: Ak(x) ( min(Ak(x);
Pl
c=1 Akc(xc) + cost(k))
// case when edge (k;parent(k)) is not cut
13: for all i0 2 F such that k = 2 TD(i0) do
14: Let Ui0 = Path(k;root) n TD(i0)
// nodes on the path from k to the root which are not paid for at i0
15: Ak(0) ( min(Ak(0);
Pl
c=1 Akc(xc) + x  dist(i;i0) + cost(Ui0))
// edge (k;parent(k)) is cut, clients sent to i0
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for
63N. After initializing these values for the leaves (see lines 3-5 of Algorithm 3),
the algorithm considers an internal node k with l = 1 or 2 children. To determine
Ak(x) for a value x > 0, the corresponding solution cannot cut the edge connecting
k to its parent. To get such a solution, we need to partition the number of clients
x between the components corresponding to the children's subtrees. Let k1;:::;kl
denote the children of k. We consider Akc(xc) for every partition x =
P
c xc. The
facility costs of the solutions in the subtrees are combined to get the solution for
the tree rooted at k, so the cost is
P
c Akc(xc)+cost(k), and we select the partition
in line 12 that minimizes this sum.
For the case of x = 0 there are two possibilities for the solution that achieves
the minimum value Ak(0). Either N(kc) = 0 for all children kc of k, or, if not, then
the edge above k must be cut to combine the special components of the children
into a new component containing k. We get the minimum value of the rst case
by taking
P
Akc(0) (as done in line 9). An alternate way is to combine the special
components of the subtrees into a single (not special) component by cutting the
edge connecting k to its parent. For this case we must consider all values xc and
let x =
P
c xc. The set Sh corresponding to the component of the tree-partition
containing k must be sent to some facility, say i0. The connection cost for this is
jShj  dist(i;i0), but notice that jShj = x, and we now have to nd the lowest-cost
facility i0 where the new component (containing k) should be sent. Because of
Lemma 4.4.1, the facility cost is
Pl
c=1 Y (kc) + cost(Path(k;root) n TD(i0)), where
Path(k;root) n TD(i0) is just the set of nodes on the path between k and the root
(inclusive) which are not paid for at the facility i0. As a result, we have that
Y (k) = 0 and P(k) is the sum of all P(kc) plus the new connection and facility
64costs of moving the set Sh to i0. That is,
Y (k) + P(k) =
= 0 +
l X
c=1
P(kc) + x  dist(i;i
0) +
l X
c=1
Y (kc) + cost(Path(k;root) n TD(i0))

l X
c=1
Akc(xc) + x  dist(i;i
0) + cost(Path(k;root) n TD(i0)):
The minimum of these values are computed in line 15 of the algorithm.
We now give two lemmas regarding the correctness and running time of Algo-
rithm 3.
Lemma 4.4.2 For all k 2 TD(i) and x 2 f0:::jD(i)jg, Ak(x) found by Algorithm
3 is the minimum value of Y (k) + P(k) over all disperse moves on i that satisfy
Lemma 4.4.1 and have N(k) = x.
Proof. We use induction on the height of the subtree rooted at k. The base case is
when k is a leaf of TD(i), which means that it corresponds to some client in D(i), say
j. Since there is only one client in TD(i)(k), N(k) can only take values 0 or 1. All
disperse moves for which N(k) = 1 do not cut the edge above k, and have P(k) = 0
and Y (k) = cost(k), so Ak(1) = cost(k) (as set in line 3 of the algorithm) is indeed
the minimum value of Y (k)+P(k) for moves with N(k) = 1. Only the move that
cuts the edge between k and its parent has N(k) = 0. If the resulting set Sh = fjg
is sent to a facility i0, then Y (k) = 0 and P(k) = dist(i;i0) + costi0(fjg), so the
minimum of Y (k)+P(k) is obtained by choosing i0 that achieves the minimum in
line 5 of the algorithm.
For an internal node k we have argued that Ak(x)  minfY (k)+P(k) : N(k) =
xg for all integers x while constructing the algorithm.
65To prove the induction step of the other direction, Ak(x)  minfY (k)+P(k) :
N(k) = xg, we show that for all k and x such that Ak(x) < 1, there exists a
disperse move on i, satisfying Lemma 4.4.1, for which Y (k) + P(k) = Ak(x) and
N(k) = x. For an internal node k, let us consider several cases depending on which
line of the algorithm produced the nal value of Ak(x). If the value was produced
by line 9, then combining the solutions (which exist by induction hypothesis) cor-
responding to Akc(0) for all children kc of k, and leaving the edge above k intact,
gives the desired result. If the value of Ak(x) was produced by line 12 in the
iteration of the loop corresponding to x1;:::;xl, then combine the solutions corre-
sponding to Akc(xc) from the induction hypothesis, and leave the edge between k
and its parent intact. Since in this case N(k) =
P
c N(kc), P(k) =
P
c P(kc) and
Y (k) =
P
c Y (k) + cost(k), Y (k) + P(k) is equal to Ak(x) as produced by line 12.
The last case is if the value of Ak(x) resulted from line 15 when executed in the
loop for facility i0. In this case we again combine solutions corresponding to Akc(xc)
of k's children, but this time cut the tree edge above k and send the resulting set
of clients to the facility i0. It can be veried that the value of Y (k) + P(k) will be
equal to Ak(x) as produced by line 15 of the algorithm. 
Lemma 4.4.3 Algorithm 3 runs in time O(jDj3  jFj).
Proof. The assumption that T is binary implies that l  2, which means that the
for loop on line 10 executes at most jDj2 times each time it is entered. The loops
on lines 7 and 13 execute at most jTj and jFj times respectively, and jTj = O(jDj).

66Combining the above results and observing that the minimum value of a dis-
perse move for a facility i is equal to Ar(0) F(i), where r is the root of T, we get
the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4.4 The disperse move that minimizes expression 4.2 for a given fa-
cility can be found in polynomial time O(jDj3  jFj), and the one with minimum
value over all facilities can be found in time O(jDj3  jFj2).
4.4.3 Bounding the facility cost: a specic set of disperse
moves
The way we bound facility cost of a solution SOL which is locally optimal with
respect to the disperse move is by focusing on one specic disperse move for each
facility and noticing that these moves (like all moves in a locally optimal solution)
have non-negative values. In this section we describe these disperse moves, which
consist of a tree-partition of clients at each facility and a destination facility for
each set of clients in the partition.
Our technique involves nding a mapping on the set of clients, as was also
done by Arya et al. [3], who use it to analyze local search with swap moves for
the k-median problem and local search with open, close and swap moves for the
facility location problem. However, in their case, no cost trees are involved, and
all clients are the same from the point of view of the facility cost, so the denition
and the use of the mapping is much more straight-forward. The idea in our case is
to nd for each client j a \partner" client (j), close to j in the cost tree, such that
the two are at the same facility in OPT but at dierent facilities in SOL. Then,
when the current facility f(j) of client j is dispersed, j can be sent to facility
67f((j)), the current facility of (j). This is good in two ways: rst, because (j)
is close to j in T, the additional facility cost that we have to pay for j at f((j))
is not too big; second, the connection cost for reassigning j can be bounded using
the connection costs of j and (j) in OPT and in SOL (as shown in Figure 4.4).
However, because of our inexact estimate of the facility cost in expression (4.2),
f(j) f(j) = f((j)) f((j))
j (j)
C(j) C(j) C((j)) C((j))
Figure 4.4: Clients j and (j) are assigned to the same facility in OPT, but to
dierent facilities in SOL (unless (j) = j). The marked distances are used in the
proof of Lemma 4.4.7.
if we reassign each client separately, then we may be paying certain facility costs
multiple times. To avoid this, the clients are grouped into sets (in particular, ones
forming a tree-partition), and each set is moved as a unit to the current facility
f((j)) of the partner of one of its members. To compensate for the fact that a
client j is not necessarily an immediate neighbor of (j) in the tree T, we have a
scheme for allocating credit to groups of clients in such a way that on one hand,
this credit can be used to pay the extra facility costs at their new facilities, and on
the other hand, the total amount of credit given out is no more than the optimal
facility cost, F . This idea is made precise in Lemma 4.4.6.
68Dening the mapping
We present a procedure (which is only used for analysis, and is never performed
by the local search algorithm) that denes a mapping  : D ! D on the clients.
Also, for each facility i 2 F, it denes a set H(i) of edges and nodes of T. These
sets are used later for dening the tree-partition and for distributing credit among
groups of clients.
The mapping  maps clients from D to other clients of D in a one-to-one and
onto fashion. Usually a client j is mapped to a dierent client (j), but it could
also be that (j) = j. In either case, it is always true that j and (j) are at the
same facility in the optimal solution OPT. Except for the case when (j) = j, it
is also true that j and (j) are at dierent facilities in the locally optimal solution
SOL. The purpose of the sets H(i) is to partition the facility cost paid by OPT
among groups of clients, so as to enable them to pay the additional facility costs
at their new facilities to which they are reassigned. The facility cost of OPT is
partitioned by including tree nodes in the sets H(i), ensuring that every time a
tree node is paid for in OPT, it is placed in at most one set. Then the total cost
of nodes placed in sets H(i) does not exceed the facility cost paid by OPT. We
summarize these properties below, with addition of two more, which will also be
useful for the analysis.
1.  : D ! D is 1-1 and onto.
2. f(j) = f((j)) for all j 2 D. That is, j and (j) are at the same facility
in the optimal solution.
3. For all j 2 D, either j = (j) or f(j) 6= f((j)). That is, unless (j) = j, j
and (j) are assigned to dierent facilities in SOL.
694. Each node of the tree T is included in the sets H(i) at most as many times
as it is paid for by OPT.
5. If an edge (k;parent(k)) is included in set H(i), then so is its lower endpoint
k.
6. For j such that (j) 6= j, let lca(j) be the least common ancestor of j and
(j) in T. Then the path between j and lca(j), except for the node lca(j)
itself, is included in the set H(f(j)) of j's facility in SOL.
For j such that (j) = j, the path between j and the root of T, including
the root itself, is included in H(f(j)).
To dene  and H(i), we consider in turn each facility l 2 F used in the
optimal solution, and the set D(l) of clients assigned to it by OPT. We assign
partners (j) to clients j within this set, thus satisfying property 2. We perform
a bottom-up pass through the cost tree of these clients. For each node k 2 TD(l)
of this tree, we consider a set of clients S(k)  D(l) that we think of as being \at
node k", starting with the leaves of the tree and their corresponding clients (the
sets S(k) for internal nodes k are dened as the procedure progresses).
For each node k and its set S(k), we partition the clients in S(k) according to
their facility in SOL, forming subsets S(k) \ D(i) for all facilities i used in SOL
(see Figure 4.5). We aim to assign a partner (j) 2 S(k) for all clients j 2 S(k)
satisfying the condition that j and (j) are assigned to dierent facilities in SOL.
It may not always be possible to nd a mapping for all clients in S(k), but we
assign as many of them as possible, leaving others to be assigned at higher levels
of the tree.
More formally, let i be a majority facility, one for which jS(k) \ D(i)j is the
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(j)
facility l
D(l),
partitioned by
facility in SOL
clients
remaining
Figure 4.5: Example of how  is dened on the set S(k) at one node of the tree. If
there are extra clients from the majority facility, then they propagate up the tree.
largest. In the simpler case, at most half of the clients belong to this majority
facility, jS(k) \ D(i)j  1
2jS(k)j. Then we can assign (j) 2 S(k) for all clients
j 2 S(k), with (j) 6= j, satisfying f(j) 6= f((j)) (condition 3), and none of
the clients are propagated up the tree. For example, this assignment can be done
by numbering the members of S(k) from 0 to jS(k)j   1 so that clients from
the same facilities in SOL form continuous stretches, and then assigning (j) =
j + b
jS(k)j
2 c (mod jS(k)j), as is done in [3]. Note that such an assignment satises
condition 1.
In the other case, if the majority facility has more than half the clients, jS(k)\
D(i)j > 1
2jS(k)j, it is impossible to nd a mapping  satisfying our condition among
the clients at k. So we take the maximum number of clients from the majority
facility that can be assigned, jS(k)nD(i)j clients from D(i), and assign the mapping
 between them and the clients from the other facilities S(k)nD(i). The remaining
clients from the majority facility, which were not assigned, are added to the set
S(parent(k)), thus propagating up the tree. Also, in this case we add the node k
71and the edge (k;parent(k)) to the set H(i) of the majority facility i. This satises
condition 5. Since node k is paid for at facility l in OPT, and we add it to at
most one set H(i) for each such facility l, condition 4 is satised as well. If k is
the root, then the remaining clients from D(i) are assigned to themselves, i.e. for
them we set (j) = j. Also, in this case we add the root of the tree to H(i). Thus,
at the end of this process on a facility l, for each client j 2 D(l) there is a client
(j) 2 D(l). See Figure 4.6 for an example of the process as it proceeds through
dierent levels of the tree.
a2
a2
b1
b1
a1;a2
a1 a2
a1 a2
c1 a3
c1
a3
Figure 4.6: Example of the mapping. The leaves fb1;a1;a2;c1;a3g represent clients
assigned to facility l in OPT. The dierent letters represent dierent facilities to
which they are assigned in SOL. The labels on edges indicate which clients pass
through them as they propagate up the tree. The result is the mapping a1 $ b1
and c1 $ a3, with a2 assigned to itself. The thick edges and shaded nodes are
included in H(a).
Lemma 4.4.5 The mapping  and the sets H(i) dened by the above procedure
satisfy properties (1)-(6).
Proof. We have argued that properties 1-5 are satised in the description of
the mapping procedure.
72For the proof of property 6, assume rst that (j) 6= j, and let k be the node at
which (j) was assigned. Then k must be the least common ancestor of j and (j)
in T. This is because j and (j) belong to dierent facilities in SOL, which means
that they could not have propagated up the tree to node k from the same child of
k (since only clients from the same facility in SOL propagate up any given edge of
TD(l)), so they must have reached k from dierent children of k. Now, every node
and edge that j crosses as it propagates up the tree from its corresponding leaf to
k is included in H(f(j)). This is because j only propagates from k0 to parent(k0)
when f(j) is the majority facility of S(k0), which is also when the node k0 and the
edge (k0;parent(k0)) are added to H(f(j)). As a result, we get that the whole path
from j to k (except k itself) is included in H(f(j)). If (j) = j, then j must have
propagated all the way to the root of T, and f(j) was still the majority facility at
the root, which again implies that the whole path, as well as the root, are included
in H(f(j)). 
Dening the tree-partition and the facility assignment
Recall that a disperse move for facility i consists of a tree-partition and a facility
assignment for each set of this partition. The set of disperse moves that we use
for the analysis consists of one such move, call it (i;Si;f0), for each facility i that
is used in SOL. We now dene Si and f0 for each i.
To dene the tree-partition Si for facility i, we use the edges from the set
H(i) constructed while dening the mapping . Recall that edges could have been
added to the set H(i) for our facility i which is used in SOL while  was being
dened on dierent facilities l which are used in OPT. In the tree TD(i) of clients
73currently at facility i, we retain the edges that are in H(i) and cut all the other
edges. This produces a set of connected components of the tree, and therefore
denes a tree-partition of the clients D(i). This is the partition Si that we use.
To dene the facility assignment f0(Si
h) for a set Si
h 2 Si, we make use of the
mapping . Recall that the idea of the mapping  was to nd for each client
j assigned to a facility i = f(j) in SOL a \partner" client (j), so that we can
reassign j to the facility f((j)) when dispersing facility i. If we assign each client
separately, then we may be paying certain facility costs multiple times. To avoid
this, we want to assign all clients in a set Si
h to one facility f((j)) for some j 2 Si
h.
In particular, among these facilities we choose one which is closest to i. So the set
of clients Si
h in the tree-partition is assigned to the facility f0(Si
h) = i0 from the
set ff((j)) : j 2 Si
hg that minimizes dist(i;i0). For example, if (j) = j for any
j 2 Si
h, then we set i0 = i.
4.4.4 Bounding the facility cost: analysis
We now give two lemmas that bound the facility and connection costs incurred
when the sets of clients Si
h in the partitions Si dened above are transferred to
their assigned facilities, f0(Si
h).
Lemma 4.4.6 The sum of incremental facility costs incurred when each set Si
h is
transferred to its new facility f0(Si
h) is at most the optimal facility cost,
X
i2F
X
Si
h2Si
costf0(Si
h)(S
i
h)  F
:
Proof. For each facility i 2 F, and each set Si
h 2 Si that arises from a component
of the tree-partition of D(i), we assign a budget Bi
h and show two inequalities:
1. for each i 2 F and Si
h 2 Si, costf0(Si
h)(Si
h)  Bi
h
742.
P
i2F
P
Si
h2Si Bi
h  F 
which together imply the lemma.
The way we dene Bi
h is as follows. For a component K(Si
h) of the tree-
partition, give it the amount of credit equal to the cost of the nodes which are
included both in this component and the set H(i). Formally,
B
i
h =
X
k2K(Si
h)\H(i)
cost(k):
Let us prove inequality 2 rst. By property 4 in Section 4.4.3, each node of T
is included in sets H(i) at most as many times as it is paid for by OPT. Moreover,
notice that each node in H(i) can belong to at most one component of the tree-
partition Si. Consequently, its cost was added to at most one budget Bi
h, proving
the inequality.
To show that inequality 1 holds, consider a set of clients Si
h and its tree-partition
component K(Si
h). The facility cost for this set of clients, which is the cost of the
union of their paths to the root, can be divided into two parts: the cost of the
nodes that are in the component K(Si
h) and the cost of ones which are on the
path between the highest node of this component, call it k(Si
h), and the root of
T. We show that the cost of the nodes in the component (except for its highest
node) is accounted for in the budget Bi
h, and the cost of the nodes on the path
is already paid for at the new facility. The rst part follows because the edges of
the component are from the set H(i), by property 5, and because the budget Bi
h is
allocated for the nodes which are in the set H(i). To show that the path between
the component's highest node k(Si
h) and the root is already paid for at the new
facility f0(Si
h), let j 2 Si
h be the client whose partner's facility was chosen, i.e. such
that f0(Si
h) = f((j)). For the case that j 6= (j), by property 6, the path between
75j and lca(j) is in H(i), and therefore also in the component Si
h. This means that
in T, the client (j) is somewhere under the node k(Si
h), and since the path be-
tween (j) and the root of T is paid for at the new facility, so is the path between
k(Si
h) and the root (inclusive). For the case that j = (j), by properties 5 and
6, the whole facility cost of the set Si
h, including the root, is accounted for in Bi
h. 
Lemma 4.4.7 For the tree-partition fSi
hg and facilities f0(Si
h) dened above, the
connection cost of transferring the sets of clients Si
h to the facilities f0(Si
h) can be
bounded as
X
i2F
X
S2fSi
hg
jSj  dist(i;f
0(S))  2C + 2C
:
Proof. When dening f0(Si
h) we choose f((j)) with minimum distance to i,
where i = f(j) for all j 2 Si
h. So the left-hand side of the inequality is at most
X
j2D
dist(f(j);f((j))):
To bound this expression recall that f((j)) = f(j). Then by triangle inequality
(see Figure 4.4) we get that
dist(f(j);f((j)))  C(j) + C
(j) + C
((j)) + C((j)):
Note that this bound is also valid when (j) = j as then dist(f(j);f((j))) = 0.
Since the mapping  is 1-1 and onto, when this expression is summed over all j,
we obtain
X
j2D
dist(f(j);f((j)))  2C + 2C
;
proving the lemma. 
76We conclude the analysis of the algorithm by combining the results obtained
so far.
Theorem 4.4.8 A locally optimal solution SOL with no aggregate or disperse
moves with negative value has cost at most 5 times the cost of the optimal solution.
Proof. If we consider the disperse move (i;Si;f0) dened above for a facility
i in SOL, then the cost of the solution will change by an amount upper-bounded
by expression (4.2). Because SOL is a locally optimal solution, the value of this
move is non-negative:
X
Si
h
costf0(Si
h)(S
i
h) +
X
Si
h
jS
i
hj  dist(i;f
0(S
i
h))   F(i)  0:
Summing these inequalities over all i and applying Lemmas 4.4.6 and 4.4.7, we
get that F  + 2C + 2C   F  0, or F  F  + 2C + 2C. Combining this with
the bound on C (Lemma 4.3.3), we get F  3F +4C, and F+C  4F +5C. 
Using standard scaling techniques, we improve the bound to 2 +
p
5 < 4:237.
To do that, scale the original facility costs by  and run the algorithm, obtaining
a solution with the guarantees C  F  + C (by Lemma 4.3.3), and F 
3F  + 4C (see proof of Theorem 4.4.8). Combining these gives
C + F  (3 + )F
 + (1 + 4=)C
;
which yields the claimed result when  is set to
p
5   1.
Further, by taking only aggregate and disperse moves with large negative values
(as in, for example, [3]), we obtain a polynomial time (4:237 + )-approximation
algorithm.
77Theorem 4.4.9 There is a polynomial time (4:237 + )-approximation algorithm
for the facility location problem with hierarchical facility costs that is based on local
search and uses aggregate and disperse moves.
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LOAD-BALANCED FACILITY LOCATION
5.1 Introduction
The load-balanced facility location (LBFL) problem that we consider in this chap-
ter of the thesis is an extension of the uncapacitated metric facility location (FL),
as it includes an extra set of constraints. In particular, in addition to all the ele-
ments of a regular facility location instance, an instance of a load-balanced version
of the problem species a lower bound B, which is the minimum number of clients
that can be assigned to a facility if it is opened. Obviously, if B is equal to zero,
then the problem reduces to the original facility location. The LBFL problem was
introduced simultaneously and independently by Karger and Minko [45], who use
it as a subroutine for solving the maybecast network design problem, and by Guha,
Meyerson and Munagala [33], who use it as a subroutine for solving the access net-
work design problem. Both papers propose bicriteria approximation algorithms
for LBFL, which violate both the lower bound constraints and the optimality of
the objective function by constant factors, but are sucient for their purposes.
As demonstrated by the algorithms of [45] and [33], LBFL can be a useful
subroutine for solving various network design problems. Undoubtedly, the two
problems presented in those papers are not the only ones for which the solution of
LBFL would be useful. In addition, the LBFL problem formulation has direct ap-
plications. For example, Lim, Wang, and Xu [52] present a transportation problem
faced by a real-world company that has to decide on an allocation of cargo from
customers (`clients') to carriers (`facilities'), who then ship it overseas. There is a
transportation cost per unit demand assigned from each customer to each carrier,
79which can be modeled by the connection cost. But the main diculty arises from
the fact that there is a regulation enforcing a \minimum quantity commitment",
i.e. a rule that the total amount of cargo delivered by each carrier, if any, must
be at least a certain minimum quantity. So the problem becomes exactly LBFL,
but without facility costs (which seems to be as hard as the general LBFL). Other
example applications of LBFL include the location of stores, with the require-
ment that each individual store serve a given minimum number of customers to
remain protable [33], and a clustering problem in which each cluster has to be at
least a certain size, while the average distance of data points to cluster centers is
minimized [45].
Related work There has been much work on designing approximation algo-
rithms for the uncapacitated facility location problem. The rst constant-factor
approximation algorithm was proposed by Shmoys, Tardos, and Aardal [62], and
is based on LP rounding. Subsequently, other constant-factor approximation al-
gorithms were designed, based on various techniques, including the primal-dual
method and local search (e.g. [3, 8, 11, 42, 48, 63]). Currently the best approxi-
mation guarantee is 1.52 [54].
The load-balanced facility location problem was introduced by Guha, Meyerson,
and Munagala [33], who use it for solving the access network design problem, which
is a special case of the single-sink buy-at-bulk problem. Simultaneously, LBFL was
also introduced by Karger and Minko [45], who call it the r-gathering problem
and use it to solve the maybecast problem, which models network design under
uncertainty about demands. Both papers present essentially the same bicriteria
approximation algorithm for LBFL, which, for any given constant  2 [0;1), nds
80a solution which assigns at least   B clients to each open facility (where B is
the lower bound on the number of clients) and costs at most 1+
1   OPT, where
 is the approximation ratio for the FL problem, which is used as a subroutine,
and OPT is the cost of the optimal solution to LBFL that respects the lower
bound constraints. Thus, this algorithm provides a trade-o between the cost of
the solution and the amount by which the lower-bound constraints are violated,
but it is unable to nd a truly feasible solution with a non-trivial guarantee on
the cost. The LBFL problem is also considered by Lim et al. [52], who formulate
it as a mixed-integer program and solve it using a branch-and-cut scheme. They
also analyze a greedy heuristic for LBFL without facility costs and show that it is
a 2B-approximation.
An extension of the facility location problem which in some sense is the opposite
of LBFL is the capacitated facility location (CFL) problem. In CFL, each facility
has a capacity, which is the maximum number of clients that can be assigned to it.
This problem is signicantly harder than the uncapacitated version. For example,
all known LP relaxations for it have unbounded integrality gaps. However, there
are several known constant-factor approximation algorithms for CFL, all of which
are based on the local search technique. Korupolu, Plaxton and Rajaraman [48]
gave a constant-factor approximation for the special case of uniform capacities,
which was later improved by Chudak and Williamson [12]. The rst constant-
factor algorithm for non-uniform capacities, providing a (8:53+")-approximation,
was given by P al, Tardos and Wexler [56]. Currently the best bound is 3+2
p
2+" 
5:83 + " [69]. A variant of the capacitated problem is facility location with soft
capacities, in which facilities can be opened multiple times for extra cost, thus
serving more clients than their capacity. This version of the problem is generally
81easier to solve than CFL, as it does not suer from large integrality gaps, and can
be reduced to the regular FL problem. A number of constant-factor approximation
algorithms have been proposed for it [3, 9, 41, 42, 55].
A formulation that generalizes CFL with either hard or soft capacities, as well
as a number of other problems, is known as the universal facility location problem.
In it, instead of capacities, each facility has a cost function which depends on the
number of clients that are assigned to it. For example, CFL can be modeled by a
cost function that starts out as constant, but then goes to innity when the number
of clients exceeds the capacity. This formulation was introduced by Hajiaghayi,
Mahdian and Mirrokni [34], who focus on the special case of concave functions and
give a constant approximation based on a reduction to the uncapacitated problem.
Subsequently, Mahdian and P al [53] gave an algorithm that works for arbitrary
monotone non-decreasing facility cost functions. Their algorithm is an extension
of the local search technique of [56] for CFL, and gives a 7:88+" approximation. It
was later improved by Garg, Khandekar and Pandit [30], who achieve a 3+2
p
2+
" approximation ratio, bridging the gap between known guarantees of universal
facility location and CFL.
Our results and techniques We present the rst constant-factor true approxi-
mation algorithm for the load-balanced facility location problem, thus resolving an
open question of Karger and Minko [45]. Our algorithm is a true approximation in
the sense that the produced solution is feasible for the original problem, satisfying
the lower-bound constraints exactly. This is in contrast to bicriteria algorithms,
which violate these constraints by constant factors. Whether or not a bicriteria
approximation algorithm is an acceptable solution depends on the specic appli-
82cation. For example, in the contexts in which LBFL was originally introduced
[33, 45], the bicriteria algorithms are sucient for their purposes, and their vi-
olation of the constraints does not present major diculties. However, in other
cases, either in real-world applications or in reductions for other problems, a true
approximation for the problem may be needed. For example, in the transportation
application mentioned above, a bicriteria solution would not be satisfactory.
The main technical idea that we use for solving LBFL is to create an instance
of the capacitated facility location problem by reversing the roles played by the
clients and the facilities. To give a rough description lacking many details, we can
say that a group of clients at a given location becomes a facility whose capacity is
the number of those clients. Conversely, a facility that has not yet been lled to the
bound B becomes a client whose demand is the number of \slots" that still have
to be lled in order for this facility to reach B. Then the task becomes to make an
assignment which would use the clients to ll the \slots" in such a way that each
open facility has at least B clients assigned to it. We use a CFL subroutine to make
such an assignment, taking advantage of the known constant-factor approximation
algorithms for it. Our actual algorithm for LBFL also involves a pre-processing
step, in which we compute a bicriteria solution to our input instance, as well as a
post-processing step, in which we assign some remaining left-over clients.
Overview Our algorithm consists of three main stages: rst, we nd a bicriteria-
approximate solution and use it to transform the instance, taking care that the
value of the optimal solution does not increase too much; then we use this modied
instance to dene a CFL problem, and solve it using one of the known algorithms;
nally, based on the solution to the CFL instance, we transfer clients between facil-
83ities in a way that transforms the bicriteria solution into an approximate solution
that does not violate the lower bound constraints. In the following sections, we
begin with the formal problem denition and a review of the bicriteria algorithm
in Section 5.2. Then Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 describe the three stages of the
algorithm respectively.
5.2 Problem denition and the bicriteria algorithm
We begin with a precise statement of the problem.
Denition 5.2.1 An instance I of the lower-bounded facility location problem
consists of a set of clients D, a set of facilities F, a non-negative facility cost f(i)
for each facility i 2 F, a distance metric c(i;j) on the set D [ F, and a bound
B. A feasible solution consists of a subset O  F of facilities to open, and an
assignment of each client to an open facility, so that each open facility has at least
B clients assigned to it. For a given solution, we use j ! i to denote the fact that
client j 2 D is assigned to facility i 2 F, and i(j) to denote the facility to which
j 2 D is assigned. The objective then is to minimize
X
i2O
f(i) +
X
j
c(j;i(j)); subject to jfj : j ! igj  B for all i 2 O:
Let OPT(I), or just OPT, denote the value of the optimal solution to I, with
C =
P
j c(j;i(j)) being its connection cost and F  =
P
i2O f(i) being its facility
cost. Let j ! i and i(j) represent the assignments made by the optimal solution.
Our algorithm for LBFL uses the bicriteria approximation algorithm of [33, 45]
as a rst step, as described in more detail in the next section. Here, for the sake
of completeness, let us review this algorithm and its analysis. The algorithm takes
84a parameter  2 [0;1) and returns a solution which assigns at least B clients to
each open facility.
For each facility i 2 F, let D(i)  D be the set of the closest B clients to i.
We now construct an instance I0 of the FL problem by dropping the lower bounds
from I and setting facility costs to
f
0(i) = f(i) + 
X
j2D(i)
c(i;j):
Here  = 2
1  is just a constant used for scaling. The idea behind the term
P
j2D(i) c(i;j) is that if a facility i is opened in a solution to LBFL, then, since
it serves at least B clients, the connection cost of its clients will be at least this
much. Once the instance I0 is constructed, we solve it using a -approximation
algorithm, ensuring that each client is assigned to the nearest open facility (this
only improves the objective). Call the resulting solution S0.
The second step of the algorithm is to perform a reassignment of clients from
open facilities that are serving less than B clients in S0. For each such facility i,
in arbitrary order, do the following: nd the nearest to i open facility i0, reassign
all clients from i to i0, and close i. Clearly, at the end of this procedure, each open
facility is serving at least B clients.
To analyze the algorithm, we make the following observations.
Lemma 5.2.2 OPT(I0)  ( + 1)OPT(I).
Proof. Suppose the optimal solution to the LBFL instance I opens a set of
facilities O, has facility cost F  and connection cost C. This same solution is
feasible for the FL instance I0. Its connection cost for I0 is the same as it is for I,
85C. Its facility cost for I0 is
X
i2O
f
0(i) =
X
i2O
2
4f(i) + 
X
j2D(i)
c(i;j)
3
5  F
 + C
:
So the overall cost of this solution, which serves as an upper bound on OPT(I0),
is at most F  + (1 + )C  (1 + )OPT. 
Since the FL instance was solved using a -approximation, we get the following.
Corollary 5.2.3 The cost of the solution S0 is at most ( + 1)  OPT(I).
Now we analyze the additional cost incurred by the second step of the algorithm.
Lemma 5.2.4 The additional connection cost incurred by transferring clients from
any facility i in the second step of the algorithm is at most f 0(i), the facility cost
of i in I0.
Proof. To bound this cost, we observe that for any facility i with less than B
clients assigned to it by S0, there must be at least (1 )B clients that are included
in the set D(i) but are not assigned to i. Since the total distance of all clients in
D(i) to i is
P
j2D(i) c(i;j), the average distance of those (1 )B clients is at most
P
j2D(i) c(i;j)
(1 )B , and so is the minimum distance between i and one of these clients,
say j. Because j is assigned to its nearest open facility, which is not i, this means
that there must be another open facility at a distance of at most 2 
P
j2D(i) c(i;j)
(1 )B
from i (by using the triangle inequality on the distances from i to j and from j
to its assigned facility). Therefore, the additional connection cost that we pay for
reassigning clients from i is at most
2
B
(1   )B
X
j2D(i)
c(i;j) = 
X
j2D(i)
c(i;j)  f
0(i):

Overall, we get the following approximation guarantee.
86Theorem 5.2.5 The solution found by the bicriteria algorithm for the LBFL in-
stance I has cost at most 1+
1   OPT(I).
Proof. The cost of the nal solution consists of the following parts: the original
connection cost, which is equal to the connection cost of S0; the facility cost of fa-
cilities that remain open, which is at most the facility cost of these facilities in S0;
and the additional connection cost for reassignments, which is at most the facility
cost of the facilities that were closed. So the total cost is at most that of S0, and
substituting the denition of  into Corollary 5.2.3, we get the result. 
5.3 Transforming the instance
In order to apply the main step of our algorithm, which uses a CFL subroutine, we
simplify the problem in a few ways, ensuring that the new instance has some useful
properties. In particular, it does not have facility costs, and has clients clustered in
relatively large groups (a constant fraction of B) at each location. To do this, we
employ the bicriteria approximation algorithm described in the previous section.
We consider two modied instances of the LBFL problem, instance I1 obtained by
modifying the original problem according to the bicriteria solution, and instance
I2 obtained by further modifying I1 (see Figure 5.1). In this section we dene
these instances and bound the values of their optimal solutions in terms of the
optimum for the original problem.
The bicriteria algorithm is applied to the original problem instance I, with a
parameter  >
1
2 to be specied later. Let j !b i and ib(j) denote the assignments
made by the obtained solution. Also, let Cb and F b denote its connection and
87facility costs, respectively. We now dene the rst modied instance, I1.
Denition 5.3.1 Let I1 be an instance of LBFL, whose elements D, F, and B
are the same as in I, but the metric of distances and the facility costs are dierent.
The distances are modied as follows. Intuitively, every client is \moved" to the
location of the facility to which it is assigned by the bicriteria solution. Formally,
for any two clients j;j0 2 D and two facilities i;i0 2 F, the distances become:
c1(j;i) = c(ib(j);i); c1(j;j0) = c(ib(j);ib(j0)); and the distance between facilities
remains the same, c1(i;i0) = c(i;i0). The facility costs are modied so that all the
facilities that were opened by the bicriteria solution become free, and the costs of
others remain the same: f1(i) = 0 if there exists j 2 D such that j !b i, and
f1(i) = f(i) otherwise.
I: I1: I2:
Figure 5.1: An example of dening the instances I1 and I2. The circles represent
the clients, and the large rectangles represent the facilities, whose lower bound is
B = 6. The dotted lines show the assignment of clients to facilities made by the
bicriteria algorithm for the original instance, with B = 4.
It's not hard to see that the new distances c1 also form a metric. The cost of
the optimal solution to I1 can be bounded as follows.
Lemma 5.3.2 OPT(I1)  1+
1     OPT + OPT.
88Proof. One feasible solution to I1 is to assign each client j to his optimal fa-
cility i(j). The facility costs of this solution will be at most those in OPT,
F , and the connection cost for a client j will be c1(j;i(j)) = c(ib(j);i(j)) 
c(ib(j);j) + c(j;i(j)) by the triangle inequality. Intuitively, j can be rst moved
back to his original location, and then moved from there to his optimal facility.
Summing the connection costs over all clients, we get that the connection cost of
this solution is
P
j2D c1(j;i(j))  Cb + C. Since Cb 
1+
1     OPT by the
guarantee of the bicriteria algorithm, we get the result. 
The second transformation that we make is to produce a LBFL instance I2
out of instance I1 by removing the facilities which are not used by the bicriteria
solution that we found.
Denition 5.3.3 Let I2 be the same as I1, except for the set of facilities, which
becomes F2 := fi 2 F : j !b i for some j 2 Dg.
Next we bound the cost of the optimal solution to I2 in terms of OPT(I1).
Lemma 5.3.4 OPT(I2)  2  OPT(I1)
Proof. Consider the optimal solution to I1, and suppose it uses some facility
i = 2 F2. Then, instead, transfer all clients from i to its closest facility i0 2 F2. This
is a feasible solution, since i0 now has at least B clients. The facility cost did not
increase, because i0 is free (by the denition of facility costs in I1). To bound the
possible increase in connection costs, observe that in I1, each client is co-located
with (i.e., is at distance 0 from) some facility in F2. Now for the facility i = 2 F2,
let j be the closest client assigned to i. It must therefore be that c1(i;i0)  c1(i;j).
89As a result, the total cost of transferring clients from i to i0 is at most
X
j0!i
c1(i;i
0) 
X
j0!i
c1(i;j) 
X
j0!i
c1(i;j
0);
where the second inequality follows because j was dened as the closest client as-
signed to i. Since the additional connection cost incurred for transferring clients
from facility i is at most their original connection cost, the overall connection cost
at most doubles, implying the result of the lemma. 
In the following sections we show how to obtain a constant-factor approximation
to I2. The next lemma summarizes its relation to the original problem.
Lemma 5.3.5 The cost of a -approximate solution for I2 is at most

(2 + 1)
1 + 
1   
  + 2

 OPT(I):
Proof. To transform a solution to I2 back to a solution of the original problem
I, we may need to pay the connection cost of the clients for the distance between
their original locations and their new locations of I1, which in total is at most Cb.
We may also need to pay the facility costs of facilities in F2, which cost at most
F b. So the total cost of this solution becomes at most
C
b + F
b +   OPT(I2) 
1 + 
1   
   OPT + 2  OPT(I1)

1 + 
1   
   OPT + 2 

1 + 
1   
   OPT + OPT

=

(2 + 1)
1 + 
1   
  + 2

 OPT;
using Lemmas 5.3.4, 5.3.2, and Theorem 5.2.5. 
905.4 Reduction to capacitated facility location
At this point, we have an instance I2 of the LBFL problem which has special
structure. It consists of a set of facilities, each of which with at least B clients
at distance 0 from it. Let us say that these clients, whose number is ni  B, are
at this facility i. The instance does not have facility costs, so its solution requires
that the clients be somehow reassigned, possibly closing some of the facilities,
so that the remaining facilities have at least B clients each, while minimizing the
connection cost of the reassignments. Since with  > 1
2, the number of clients from
any two facilities is sucient to reach the bound of B, an initial idea of how to
solve this problem might be to nd some kind of a matching on the set of facilities.
However, a simple example shows that this can be far from optimum. Consider a
set of B facilities, each with B  1 clients, located in a uniform metric space (with
all distances equal to 1). Then the optimal solution is to close one of the facilities,
reassigning one client from it to each of the other facilities, which costs B   1 in
connection cost. However, if the facilities are paired up by a matching, then the
connection cost incurred is B
2 (B   1).
The way we solve the special case of the LBFL problem presented by the
instance I2 is by using a reduction to the capacitated facility location problem.
The general idea is that the clients from those locations that should be closed would
correspond to facilities that have an amount of supply to give out. On the other
hand, the empty slots from those facilities that should be opened but do not have
enough clients to reach B would correspond to clients in CFL, which have to be
satised by the supply from other facilities. Of course, we do not know in advance
which facilities should be opened and which should be closed, but the reduction
does not require this knowledge. In order to avoid a confusion of terminology
91arising from the reversal of the client-facility roles, we say that the instance of
CFL has supply points (facilities), each with some total supply (capacity), and
demand points (clients), each with some amount of demand. The goal is to select
(open) some supply points, paying a selection cost (facility opening cost), and to
assign each demand point to a selected supply point, paying a connection cost,
so that each supply point serves at most the amount of demand equal to its total
supply.
The CFL instance Icap that we create is dened as follows (see Figure 5.2). For
each facility i 2 F2 that has ni  B clients, create a supply point at its location
with total supply B and selection cost nil(i), where l(i) is the distance between
i and its closest other facility i0 2 F2, i0 6= i, and  is a constant to be optimized
later. In addition, create a demand point at this location, with demand B   ni.
This is the additional number of clients that this facility would need in order to
reach B. If a facility i has more than B clients, ni > B, then Icap will have two
supply points at this location, and no demand points. The rst supply point has
cost 0 and total supply ni   B, and the second supply point has total supply B
and cost  B l(i), analogously to the previous case. The distances of Icap are the
same as in I2.
We now bound the cost of the optimal solution to Icap in terms of the optimal
solution to I2.
Lemma 5.4.1 OPT(Icap)  (1 + )  OPT(I2)
Proof. Let us examine the form of the optimal LBFL solution to I2, and then
use it to construct a specic solution for Icap, whose cost is then an upper bound
on OPT(Icap). We can assume without loss of generality, by using the triangle
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Figure 5.2: The top row shows the correspondence between the instance I2 of LBFL
(with B = 6) and the constructed instance of CFL, Icap. The circles represent the
clients in the LBFL problem. The black triangles represent the amount of supply
at a supply point, and the white triangles represent the amount of demand. The
bottom row shows the correspondence between the solutions to these instances.
The location i which is closed in the solution to I2 is selected in the solution to
Icap. Three units of its supply satisfy the demand of other locations, and two units
of supply satisfy the demand of the same location.
93inequality, that in this solution there is no facility i such that some clients are
assigned from another facility to i, and other clients are assigned from i to another
facility.
The solution that we propose for the CFL instance Icap exactly corresponds
to this LBFL solution. We select the supply points corresponding to the facilities
which are closed in the LBFL solution, as well as the free supply points of the
facilities with ni > B. Then whenever k clients are assigned from facility i to
facility i0 by the LBFL solution, we say that k amount of supply is sent from the
supply point i to the demand point i0. The rst observation is that all the demand
of the CFL instance is satised in this way: if a facility i with demand B   ni is
opened by the LBFL solution, then there must be at least B ni additional clients
assigned to it in order to satisfy the lower bound requirement; if i is closed, then
it will be selected, and will be able to satisfy its own demand of B  ni using part
of its total supply of B. The second observation is that all the supply points have
enough supply required from them by this solution. If a facility is closed, then it
is sending ni clients elsewhere, which is equal to its total supply in the case that
ni > B, or otherwise is equal to its total supply, B, minus the B   ni amount
that it uses to satisfy its own demand. If the facility is open, then the only case
in which it is sending out clients is if it started with ni > B, and is sending out
at most ni  B, which is equal to the total supply of its corresponding free supply
point.
Now we bound the cost of the constructed solution to Icap. Its connection cost
is at most OPT(I2), since we only moved supply that corresponds to clients that
are assigned in the solution to I2. The solution's selection cost is at most  times
its connection cost, because the selection cost of l(i)min(ni;B) is paid for each
94supply point i that corresponds to a closed facility, and the LBFL solution has to
pay at least ni  l(i) in connection cost in order to move the ni clients from the
closed facility i to other facilities, whose distance from i is at least l(i). Thus the
selection cost of our solution is at most   OPT(I2). 
The next step of the algorithm is to solve the CFL instance Icap, obtaining a
solution Scap, by using one of the known constant approximation algorithms for it
(e.g. [69]). Say that the approximation ratio for this algorithm is . Then we get
the following corollary to Lemma 5.4.1.
Corollary 5.4.2 The cost of the solution Scap found for the instance Icap is at
most (1 + )  OPT(I2).
5.5 Reassignment of clients
Once the CFL instance Icap is solved, we reassign clients from their locations in
I2 according to the obtained solution, in a way that we explain and analyze in
this section. Without loss of generality, we make the assumption that whenever a
supply point at a location i is selected by the solution Scap, it serves all the demand
of its own demand point at i.
The rst type of reassignment of clients that we perform is exactly as proposed
by the solution Scap: if the demand at some location i is satised by the supply
from another location i0 in the solution Scap, then we move the number of clients
equal to this demand from i0 to i. It is always possible to perform this reassignment
because the total amount of supply exported from i0 is never more than its number
of clients, ni0.
95The reason that we do not yet have a feasible solution to the LBFL problem
is the following. The specication of the CFL problem requires that any feasible
solution satisfy all of the clients (demands); however, it does not require that an
opened facility (selected supply point) use all of its capacity (supply). As a result,
we may now have facilities, whose supply points were selected, but not all of whose
clients were reassigned elsewhere. For example, in Figure 5.2, out of four clients
that were at facility i, three were reassigned to other facilities, but one is left. The
rest of this section explains how our algorithm deals with these clients that remain
at the selected facilities. Let us summarize the two types of facilities that result
after the rst reassignment.
 There are some facilities, call this set A  F2, which now have at least B
clients. This set includes all facilities whose corresponding supply points
were not selected by Scap (and therefore whose demand amount of B  ni, if
positive, was fullled by supply from other locations).
 There are other facilities, A, which now have less than B clients. The way
this happens is that their corresponding supply points were selected by Scap,
and (possibly) some of their clients were reassigned to other locations. But
note that for each such facility i 2 A, the selection cost of  l(i)min(ni;B)
was paid by the solution Scap.
Facilities in the set A constitute the easy case, as we just open them and
let them serve the clients currently assigned to them, satisfying the lower bound
requirement. For the other facilities, however, we have to do a little more work.
Let us construct a directed graph G whose nodes are the facilities of F2. For
each facility i 2 A of the second type, include an edge (i;i0), where i0 2 F2 is the
96nearest neighbor of i (remember that the distance between i and i0 is l(i)). When
constructing this graph, we use some ordering on the facilities to break ties and
avoid cycles in the graph. As a result, G will consist of two types of connected
components:
1. A tree, whose root is in A, and whose other edges are directed toward the
root.
2. A tree containing exactly one double edge (i.e. the pair of closest nodes with
edges in both directions between them), with other edges of the tree directed
toward this double edge.
Note that the facilities from A are always roots of type-1 trees, or singletons
(which is a special case). Facilities from A make up the non-root nodes of type-1
trees and the type-2 trees entirely. In particular, they are always in components
of size at least two, which is important for our algorithm.
We now use the graph G to make some more reassignments of clients, to make
sure that the lower bound constraints are satised. For each component of type 1,
we do the following procedure on each facility i in this component, bottom-up (see
Figure 5.3). If i has at least B clients, then open facility i and cut the tree edge
going up from i. If i has less than B clients, then send all of these clients from i
to its parent facility in the tree. Since the root is in A, it will always have at least
B clients, and already be open. Thus at the end of this procedure, each facility
in the processed component will have either 0 or at least B clients, satisfying the
lower bound constraints. Also notice that during this process, we send strictly less
than B clients on each edge of the component.
For the second type of component, we perform the same bottom-up procedure
97Figure 5.3: The outcome of the bottom-up process of client reassignment, with
B = 6, on connected components of type 1.
on the parts of the tree directed toward the double edge. The only dierence is in
what to do with the double edge itself, whose endpoints we call i1 and i2. Here
we consider several cases. If each of i1 and i2 has at least B clients, then open
both of them. If one of them, say i1, has at least B clients, and i2 has less than
B, then transfer all clients from i2 to i1 and open i1. If each of them has less than
B, but in total the two of them have at least B, then we transfer all clients from
i2 to i1 and open i1. In the case that the total number of clients at i1 and i2 is less
than B, we nd the closest facility i 2 A to either one of the two endpoints (i.e.,
one minimizing min(c(i;i1);c(i;i2))). Let us say without loss of generality that i is
closer to i1. Then we send clients from i2 to i1, and then all of them from i1 to i.
Since i 2 A, it already has at least B clients and is open, so the procedure overall
produces a feasible solution to LBFL, which is the nal solution that we output.
What remains to be done is to bound the cost incurred by all the transfers of
clients that are performed after the solution of Icap. We bound it in terms of the
connection cost, Ccap, and the selection cost, F cap, of our solution Scap.
Lemma 5.5.1 The cost of the solution found by our algorithm for I2 is at most
2
2   1
 C
cap +
1

 F
cap  max(
2
2   1
;
1

)  cost(Scap)
98Proof. After solving Icap, the algorithm makes three types of client reassignments,
for which we bound the costs separately:
1. Reassign clients according to the supply and demand assignments of the
solution Scap.
2. Reassign at most B clients for each edge of the graph G.
3. In case that facilities i1 and i2 forming a double edge in G don't have a total
of B clients, reassign at most B clients from i1 to the closest open facility i.
Reassignment of type 1 costs at most Ccap, as connection costs of Icap are the same
as those of I2.
For the second type of reassignment, we notice that for each edge in G which
starts at a facility i and has length l(i), the solution Scap has paid l(i)min(ni;B)
as a selection cost for the supply point i. But since I2 came from a bicriteria
solution with parameter , we know that ni  B. So for each edge in G, the
selection cost F cap includes an amount of at least l(i)B, whereas we pay at most
l(i)  B for transferring clients on this edge. Thus, the total cost of reassignments
of type 2 is at most F cap=.
For the third type of reassignment, we bound its cost against the connection
cost of Scap. In particular, we make the following observation about the facilities i1
and i2 forming the double edge in G. As a result of the bicriteria algorithm, each
of them has at least B clients in I2, and so together they have at least 2B > B
(since  > 1
2). However, after the execution of the CFL and reassignments of types
1 and 2, they have less than B. Since the bottom-up reassignment on the edges of
G could have only added clients to i1 and i2, it must be that at least (2   1)B
clients were moved to facilities in A (which are all at least as far as i) by the rst
99kind of reassignment. Therefore, for each such pair i1 and i2 that sends clients
to their closest open facility i, the solution Scap to our CFL instance must have
paid at least (2   1)B  c(i1;i) in connection cost. So the total cost of type-3
reassignments is at most Ccap=(2   1). Adding the bounds, we get the result. 
By combining Lemma 5.5.1, Corollary 5.4.2, and Lemma 5.3.5, we get the
following nal result.
Theorem 5.5.2 There is a constant-factor approximation algorithm for the load-
balanced facility location problem.
Proof. Setting  =
2 1
22 and using it in Lemma 5.5.1 shows that our solution
costs at most 2
2 1 times the solution to the CFL instance Icap. Then applying
Corollary 5.4.2 we get that it is a  = 2
2 1(1+ 2 1
22 ) factor approximation for the
instance I2, which can then be used in Lemma 5.3.5. Using the value of  = 0:68,
the  = 1:52 approximation algorithm for FL [54], and  = (5:83 + ") approxi-
mation algorithm for CFL [69], the overall approximation ratio becomes 558+". 
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CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we have designed approximation algorithms for problems arising
from epidemiology, distributed databases, sensor networks and transportation. But
many open questions remain in all these areas. We conclude by mentioning some
of the possible directions for future research.
6.1 Graph cuts
The main open question raised by the work on unbalanced graph cuts is how well
the MinSBCC and MaxSBCC problems can be approximated in a single-criterion
sense. At this time, we are not aware of any non-trivial upper or lower bounds
for their approximability. Section 2.3.3 presents a (O(log
3=2 n);1) approximation {
however, it approximates the capacity instead of the size, and thus cannot be used
for approximating dense subgraphs or communities.
Obtaining better approximation algorithms for the unbalanced cut problems
will likely require using techniques dierent from the ones used in this thesis.
Specically, the linear program that is used in two of the bicriteria approximation
algorithms for MinSBCC has a large integrality gap, as evidenced by a graph
consisting of an isolated sink t, and a very large dense subgraph connected to the
source s with one edge of capacity 1 + . The only s-t cut of capacity at most
1 is then the trivial one separating t from the rest of the graph, but the optimal
fractional solution will fractionally cut the edge from s to the large subgraph, and
have only an  fraction of the cost of the optimum integral solution.
Further open directions involve more realistic models of the spread of diseases
or disasters. The implicit assumption in our node cut approach is that each social
101contact will always result in an infection. If edges have infection probabilities, for
instance based on the frequency or types of interaction, then the model becomes
signicantly more complex.
For the multi-terminal cuts, it would be interesting to investigate the min-max
objective for other graph cut problems besides the multiway cut. One example
could be the k-cut problem, in which the graph does not have terminals, but just
has to be partitioned into k components. Another direction would be to consider
the combination of the min-max objective with the consideration of the sizes of the
components of the cut. For example, in the data partitioning application of the
min-max multiway cut, it may be desirable to also perform some load-balancing of
the data among the servers. For the min-max multiway cut problem itself, it would
be good to obtain some lower bounds on its approximability, as well as improved
approximation guarantees.
6.2 Facility location
One extension of the facility location problem with hierarchical facility costs that
we consider would be to remove the assumption that all facilities have identical
cost functions. If this assumption is removed completely, i.e., facilities are allowed
to have arbitrary dierent hierarchical cost functions, then the problem becomes
hard to approximate to a factor of better than 
(logn) [61]. However, a milder
relaxation would be to have cost functions for dierent facilities which are scalar
multiples of one another. The analysis of our local search algorithm does not
extend in a straight-forward manner to this case, so it remains an open question
whether there is a constant-factor approximation for this setting.
A more fundamental question is about the general problem of facility location
102with submodular cost functions. Finding a constant-factor approximation algo-
rithm for it would be a big step forward in this area of research. Furthermore,
other combinatorial optimization problems, which in their classical versions have
simple objective functions, such as the sum of costs of a set of elements, can be con-
sidered in modied versions involving submodular functions in the objective or the
constraints. I believe that such generalizations will nd many useful applications.
For the load-balanced facility location problem, we have presented the rst
constant-factor true approximation algorithm. The constant in the approximation
guarantee is of course not practical, so the main contribution of our work is a theo-
retical demonstration that there exist polynomial-time constant-factor approxima-
tion algorithms which solve the LBFL problem without violating the constraints.
It would be interesting to nd algorithms with much better guarantees, which may
be useful in practice, and we leave it for future work.
Our algorithm can be extended to work for the case of clients with non-unit
demands, in which each client has a non-negative demand, and the lower-bound
constraints now require that the total demand served by a facility is at least B.
However, the known solutions for capacitated facility location all allow the splitting
of a client's demand, with parts of it being assigned to dierent facilities. So
because we make use of the algorithms for CFL, our algorithm would also have
to allow this kind of splitting of demand. Unfortunately, our algorithm for LBFL
does not extend to another useful generalization of the problem, in which each
facility has its own lower bound for the number of clients that it has to serve if
opened. We leave the solution of LBFL with non-uniform bounds to future work.
In fact, we have a simple reduction that shows how to use the solution to the
non-uniform LBFL in order to solve a variant of the universal facility location
103problem with monotone non-increasing facility costs (as opposed to the monotone
non-decreasing costs which have been considered so far), without any loss in the
approximation guarantee. This version of universal facility location generalizes
LBFL. The reduction just involves creating multiple facilities in place of each
original facility, with appropriate costs and lower bounds, but requires that the
LBFL problem be solved with a true approximation, and not in the bicriteria
sense. Another interesting related open problem is the universal facility location
with non-monotone costs.
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